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ABSTRACT

Three dimensional Images, similar to depth maps# are obtained with a
triangulation system using a television camerao and a defleotable
laser beam diverged Into a Diane by a cylindrical lens,

Comrplx objects are reoresented as structures Joining Darts called
generalized cylinders, These primitives as formalized In a volume
reoresentation by an arbritrarY cross section varying along a space
curve axis, Several types of Joint structures are discussed.

Experimental results are shown for the description (building of
Internal computer models) of a handful of complex objects# beginning
with laser range data from actual objects, Our orograms have
generated complete descriptlons of rings, cones, and snake-like
objectv* all of whhIch may be described by a single orimitIve.
Compldex objects, such as dolls, have been segmented Into Darts# most
of which are well described by programs which Implement generalized
cyllnder descriptions.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Our Present interest !n representation and descrloton of
curveo objects arose from t desire to extend the caoab lities of
the Stanford Hand-Eye System CFeldman]. to recognize a wide;
Class of objects than olane-bounded solids. Our initial aitemots
to recogn;Zo cones, cylinders, and spheres were not Carrle fa;
enough to demonstrate the usefulness of existing techniouss In
recognizing this ilmIted acidltion to the class of recogo&Zable
Objects, But there appears to be no InsurmOuntable barrier to
doing so,

7here have been few other attemots to recognize curved
objects, B K, P, HOrn [Horn3 reconstructed the depth contours
Of three dimensional surfaces from their photographs, based on
assumptions about the light reflection characterlstics of the
surface, Krakauer [Krakauer3 was able to distinguish among
several kinds of fruit bY examInIng the connectivity and
structure of brightness contours in a two-dimensional Image,

It soon became aoparent that lIttle useful purpose would 0
served by these technioues, A significant ImOrovtment n
Performance of vis Ion systems would come only when theY Were
Cacable of recognizing the sort of everyday objects that z robot
of the future might have to deal with, To accomplish this, we
make use of two now tools or techniaues,

TO# fipst of thes Isfa A esentl oengatan/. fi.xienough. to carrT varladnoaonau m06 1sDro
and their relati on to one another, The reoresentation we propose
Will allow several different Models for primitives Or oarts Of
Objects, These models may Include prototypes of various sorts.
The Particular orototypes we emoloy, generalized cYlinders, are
useful for describing a large class of natural and man-made
ObJects, Generalized cylinders consist of a soace curve or axis
and a set of cross sections described on this axis. They
describe In a natural and intuitive way oleces which possess
elongation, or which have axial symmetry, The generalized
cyllnders may be linked together In various ways to form ComWlex
Objects. The most 5 Ignlficant deorture from orevious methods of
description Is that the representation Is essentially a volume
reoresentations as OOOsed to R surface recresentatlon, Chaote;
2 of this report describes In detail rePresentation by
generalized cylinders# and gives some examples of how objeots
might be modelled with such a representation.
- ------------- t ------ n-

* Names In souare bracKets denote references which may be
found at the end of this report,
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IN'TODUCTION

Tne seCOnD 09W technicue Is the use of d; ect deooh'reasurement for recognition, Every two-dimensional fmage of athree-dimensional scene Is amt 1uous, In tnat there are anInfinite number of realizable ohYsical objects (Or 2rouolngs ofObjects) which cOuld give rise to te Image. These ambigultieimray Do resolved Only bY a crlori assumo-lons about the nature ofthe scene, The use of direct Deoth Information ellimnates theneed for assumotlons such as squareness of corners, requirementsthat stored orototyoes exist for every Dossible Object In ascene, Or knowledge of th9 reflective cnaracterlstlcs ofsurfaces, Chaote' 3 descriOes a ranging system, Which obtainsdOoth Information by triangulatIon, 3sng a laser and atelevision camera,

The tezt of any vision systern must e how well it deals withactlial objects. I haoters 4 and 5 describe an exDerimenta1.sYstemto generate descriotions of ohysIcal objects, from deoth dataderived from the ranging system. The system has so far o!vengood results In 0ascribing some slmol curved objects, and hasoeen moderately successful In describing Darts of conolexObjects, Some results nay be seen In Figures 5.15 through 5,28at the end of Cmaoter 5, Chaoter 6 contains soe suggestions forfurther research,

So far we have not achieved Our goal of reoognit;on ofcomplex objects; we cannot yet Identify a given object, say, as ahumanoid figure or ps a hammer, aut we hooe our method ofreoresentation and our work In desoriotion of objects has laidthe groundwork for Orogress In this area,

2
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2 REPRESENTATION

A fundamental ,ProblOm In the design of intelligent machines
ond computer Programs is griot±Q. Problem solving

reauires facts about 09~ Prob eCm d Main, Only a finite Dum.ber o!

facts may be stored direct~ly ?n a r'rchine's memory; other
Informration whien the machine reauires must be deduced Or

Inferred from the availahle data, We shall address ourselvils

specifically to Information about solid, three dimensional

Objects, -he ,auestion which must be answered In the ore ilminarv
t design stage Of an Intliligei't maobine Is, then, what typos Of

data illl be stored, and how should It be organized In ordor tio

obtain other usefol Information?

Fre enl~ Orblm solvIng TIr*J res awtransf qrmatlop o a

sre ytrnsformaion between di ofrift ways o? represeentina

0 the same data, For 'the robot .ohioh must acauire Information

atOut the eXternal world through sensors, this means go!mg from

the raw Input from the sensors Imto a set of facts urion which

decisions may be based, We Use the word dnaa31t.lotl to denote

the process Of deriving a high level representation from low

level data, We may also call the data structure so derived a
0 descrirtlo,

Representation and description are Intimately related, The

form of the representation dictates the descrlt ion strategy. A

useful represeontatlon makes description easy. But a useful

representation must also Provide ways of dealing with and

I iranipulatlng Its descrilotions. It must Provide us With the kinds

Of :mfOrm' tion we relywn 'o decision making, Intelligent

machines Will utlize this Information for recogniltion end

classification, fo'manipulation by external Machinery, for man.

machine coirrrun ication, and for graphical display or drawings,

Section 2.1 soells out some desirable characteristics of a

representation for- decision making.

Many higher level rC~oresS iti ons involve theus f
Models or$ t e atoms or Prim tives oi which doscr18fi5na3''re

coumposed, Usual ly the -iodels themselves Possess some structure
of thai r own, Descrilotions are built uP by 5cieci tying the

relationships between PrImiti ys, Snecifying a ropresentati om
involves a choice of what nodelIs to make use of, and how they are

to be Interrelated, In Section 2.2 we outline the structure of a

mew renrosentat('r, making use of gnga4.ljZjd GYi10dirs and other

irodois. Generalized cylinders are treated In Section 2.3.

3



2 REP"ESE'JTATION

Gther representations have Deen used and are being used In
Ifltelligent machines for describing solid objects. Im Section
2,4 'e compare Somne of thesE with reoreseritation bY generaliZed
-vlincPrs, ana &xL)iain htaw they fall te meet the reautrements we
have set forth.

.1REOUIRFMENTS FOR A REPkESENTATION

A general ourvose Intelligent,,machine should be, caoabi@ of
dealing with a wide var Isty Of information, S #C, ically, ;.
sihould be able 'to ecognlze and mniulate a wide class o#
ObJec ,a e55 the imi la 1 ty between tW 0  o a e t Obec, and

cetritn' 9e elat-onshiors among objects w~thi; its untvar3O.
To aesign such a machine, It Is necessery to develoc sons
conceots of the "shaoef" of a thr6e-dimensional object.

soecifi S t~e a or sa ures ofan oj oct
and minor details are related, Some other I'moortaflt attributes
of shape are tooological connectedness, elongation, lgngth-tow
v~idth ratios Presence and orientation of edges, and symmetry,

Ar adeauate rgoresOntatiofl of shaoe should be caoatle of
segmei-ting an Object Into Parts, Parts may be described
Iiecendently, then the relationship of the Darts may be
specified to form obJects. Segmentation Is essential In the
description Of comolex objects. It allows a small number of
basic parts to be linked In a large Variety of ways. The
structure of a complex Object Is then contained In the
relationships between Darts, If the segmentation s3 done
Droperlyp the Darts will Possess si-mpler descriptions thnthe
objezt would without segmentation, WJhen the Parts may be furtherF
segmer.ted Into sub-parts, a hie"rarchical representation is
Obtained,

A ierarchical representation ailso ajiows a varaoie degree
of detail to be studieOd, Detailed information should be
available for comparison between objects which are nearly alike,
but this detailed I nforilation Should not be allowed to hide the
relavent structural Information when the detailed iflformation in
unnfeeoed,

Yet a hierarchical 9rgftnlz~tlol aces not comoletely Solve the
Problem of making available a vari able degree of data 1, In
general, some redundant Information must be stored 7Co;
generated), A given Part migrit contain several descroDtions,

4
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REQUIREMENTS FOR A RFIPRESENTATION 2

succssiv appoxiations giving greater and greater or-ecision,
The grosser descriptions will not contain as much information an
the finer ones, so the additional storage to keep the grosser
ones %lii not be groait.

Corn srison between ObJects must Do allowed* and the degrqe of
similarity assessed. Compirisol should be on the basis of
structural similarity first, and tnen on degree of similarity
between parts of the structure,

Many natural and lnarmuactured ,objOCts Dossef alongatl~n.
Most higher orders of life are distinguished by their extrem ItIes

-~legs, arms, heads, stems, and branches, The shape of man-made
ObJects are freauentiY dictated cy the shaoe of thir raw
materials, their m,.ethod of manufacture an'd their function. And
where elongation Is presents the cdlrectior of the elonigation
usually bears scme useful or functional relationshio to the
obJect as a whole,

2,2 A HIERARCHICAL VOLUME REPRESENTATION

WS present here a hierarchical representation- whiob We
believe to contain most of the desirable features get forth In
the Preceding Sectilon, The representation is essentially a
volume represenitation, which makes use of armlike orimit'ives, and
builds descriptions t~y relating the Orirnitives and their, axes in
various ways, The Drimttivs are called g602nra1Zjd j jnogt5,
which are cagpaOe a f describing "snakes" of arbitrary Cross
section. The representation may be extended '' the addition of
other primitives,

Wha weoutinsj, hi chapter isoa ramawor o
reOr~usflAttonlWi C 0 neui wl 0~de mst ofTfe o o ec'
with NhIch a robot might have to deal, Only a sma!l subset of
the tepresentation has actualh' been implemented in our programs
and experimental work,

stu0 5~ fi gure9 ThIlznlf'can~
Str t I r a n a99 conye~ in a *se ure", lsuch

as Is 89own In Figure 2,1, Tht six main Paris whicli make uo the
figure (the body, two legs, two arms, and the head) are
reorelsented as lines or axes, The structure which the axes make
up we call the ihi1.±go of the object, The structure of the
figure Is aDD~frent from the way these axes are related. Most
people would have little difficulty recognizing the f;gure &s
repreisenting A man,
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2,2 A HIZRA4C41CAL VOLUME REPrESEnTATION

Stick 717-re of a Mar

The fine representirg tne ozdy Is drawn broader than the
lines Of tI-9 Other DartS, ;ie de'notp that l11ne as the i:1oi1~i1
161 of the figure, The Dti*r axes join to the orinC;Ya IaX stand are reDresented as -v29glg &!23 A Orincloa I axis I s not

aiwaYs definable In an arbitrary Obj9Ct or Dart, but when ;t cam
be defined, It srves to Provide emphasis to a descriltion.

we deOend on segmentation to olvide the o!Cture Into DIecS
-hich "ay Do sinoly Peoresentedl If desired, each Dart rragy be
furtner segmented Into smaller pieces to show a greater degree of
detall, Figure 2.2 shows "ow we might represent the arr. of the
StIO'K figure, The uDDer arm~ and the forearm constItute the
Orineinal axis of the ar,n. The logs may be similarly segmented
and represented,

4ihat the lines of tho fijure actually reor sent are solidVo!.ffes, We reoresent the volume by a cross section function On
the axl, A SCreWdrlver NUY be reoresented by a simple straight
1I1e skeleton, with a cross section function such as that
In.lcated In Figure 2.3, A formal description of how volunes are
gorIerated wikhin our descriotion fol;ows in t'e next Section,

6



A HIERARCHICAL VOLUME REPRESEN1TATION 2,2

I

Figure 2,2
Stick Figure of an Arm j

C

£

Figure 2.3
Reresentatlon of Q Screwdriver

7



2,2 A HIEPARCHICAL VOLUME REP:ESE!:TATION

Although we rapresent volajes, for a structural description

It is Convenlen ' to find the center lines of elongated oarts and
refer to these Instead of to the -i1re complicated descriptions of
the Volumes themselves, These axes lay be arbitrary scace curves
in three dimensions, as dictated by the volumes they represent,

The Places where axis segments meet we call j.gioQ3 Joints
are described Oy the number of oarts being joined, the
orientations of the of the segnents, which of the segments
contains the principal axis of the assemolY, and 4hether the
Joint is fixed or movaole,

Joints fn which one Dart may move lith respec to. he othe'
.4 call OrtiOL9lag , Three co mon Inds of articulate o nt are
a tjai tp wh'ich allOw5 lateral notion-in one dimrn;oin, a

2aI4:amA:S9Gk i j 10t which allO4s ateraI motion !n two
dimensions, and a rQzatio2 JgID:. in wnich rotational roton of
One cart with respect to the other Is allowed, The most gene al
tyoe of joint Is both a bail-and-socket Joint and a rotatino
Jo I nt,

1he data strUcture of our representation will acoq uet. for a
general type of Joint Dy storing the acproPriate informatIon
about each Part cc-Morlsing the jcint. But there are e.lactly
three types of joint which recur so freguently that we give them

special names,

The simole t type of joint joins two paris 20gtQ d, This
tyoe of Joint is best exemolified hy an elbow, as shown i Figure
2,4, The crlncioal axis of the assembly contains the Principal
axes of both Parts. Although almost every end-to-end Joint Could
be eliminated oy describing the two Parts together as a single
generalized cyilnaer, the ernd-to-ond Joints are useful where

there is a discontinuity In cross section, a 3haro bend or change

Ir curvature of the axis, or a movable connection.

The second cOymort type of joint occurs when 1he end of one
Dart Joins the middle of another, We call the irst part the
crOssbar, the se;ond the uprign:, and tne connection a IiJ2ioX,
The thumb of Figure 2,5 Is a good example, The orinccal axis of

the assembly generally follows thA crossbar, Usually the cross
section of the uoright (nerpenaicular to the plane of the T) will
not exceed the Cross section of the crossbar.

The third type of Joint, which we call a b1fyrgat1j, occur,
%hen one part meets (0 r divides into) two subOrinate Darts. A
gOOd examDle Is found Where the thighs meet the hlos, The

'I__



A H~IERARC-41~CAL VOLUME REPRESENTATION 2,2

1.. Figure 2,4
End-to-End Jotnt

I Figure 2,5
A T-Jalnt and a Multifurcatlom

9
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2,2 A d!,ZA 2gHICAL V3LJME REP"EE\TATION

subofoinate branches are anproximately parallel to each ot9r* -nd
to th pLrincial branch, A conservation of cross sectlon holdq
at a clfurcation; the cross sections cf tne subordinate -ranches,
together, should roughly ocual the cross section of the :rlncioal
brancn, Sometimes the orinclual rart will divide Into rote than
TAC subordinate branches; ;n this -ase we call the joint a

Z1fr;aiQD, Figure 2.5 also contains an exanole of a

multifurcation.

The descriotion Process- may oe likened to cutting and
oastlng, The Image of an ot.;ect Is cut imto Parts whlcn may be
Cescried as generalized cylinders, Holes, notcnes, and
concavitles are cut out fro'i th Drimitlves, The castino
operatlon will out the Pieces tocether into a framework which
descrlbes the structure of the object,

Our repre entatlon Is non-unique, Segmentation i- carried
cut or the basis of what results in the sinplest descrictions and
Cements on heuristic choices of sirc!icity and local models.

RcItinss which comoare descriDti.s of ObJects must therefore
take Into account the various ways which segmentation might be
aolled,

Figure 2.6 snows two aifferent ways in which a disk may ot
reDresented, Tnis Illustrates the /moortance of symmetry in
selecting an axis, if we use elongation as the sole CrIteriOn
for aetermnilnIn the directlon of the skeletons the reoresentation
on the left of Figure 2.6 Is obtained, Clearly the
reoresentatlon on the right Is creferable, since axial symmetry
allows a simpler oescription.

A shallow dish or cowl is more aiffi cltorepoeent, since
If the axis of symmetry Is to be the skea ton of the obJpc then
the cross section Is not a simple curVe. TMA use of a hollow,
thln-%ajleo cross section, will Drovide d smople representation
In this cagse,

Generalized cylinders are not capable of reoreseoting
concisely an arbitrary degree of detail, A hierarchical aooroach
can Improve the level of detail t6 which objects can be
reoresented, but beyond a certdin ocint the simclicity of the
metnoc Is lost, It would certainlY be Dosslble to generate a
hufran face with generalized cylinders, but to describe a face to
the level of detail necessarY to distingulish one face from
another would exceed the limits of p-acticallty,

I.I
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A ,IEIRARCHICAL VOLUME REPRESENTATION 
2.2

Figure 2.6
Two Representations of a Disk

There are shans which are mot very well reDresente bY Our

rfethOda, Objects formed from sheet metal are t freauently

occurring examole, For this reason we allow other orimltives to

be added. The maln emohasis of this thesis is on generalized

cyllmders, but we may take a little time to suggest what other

0rimitives might be helpful,

Thin-welled, hol low cross ,ectlons will be uIeful In
describilg a number of objects, primo/oallY comtolmor3 of varloul

sorts, This Is easily acoomolished In our reoresentatlono But

to Include a wider class of thin shaeso we should allow a new

orImIltive consisting of flat sheets, A strictly two-dimenslonol

representatton of sheets will not of useful because It cannot

account for beding Or warping of the sheets, Flat sheets may be

reoresented in a manner similar to the way we model generalized

cyllnders, exceot that the cross sections become one-dimensional,

N:gat VO, OrTybrac 1 ye volum oan make d scrytoIo much
slfPler m , o ng es and olher eoncavities nobects,

Truncating Planes and surfaces will be useful In describino

hemlspheres and the like. These are a special case of a

subtrectlVe Volumet wherj only one surface of the truncatina

volume need be desor!bed,

/



2,2 A HIEARCICAL VOI.UME REPRESENTATION

The strength of tnis jethod of representatlon lies In
segmentatlon which results In simple descriptions of the majo;
features and prooort!ons of nan-made ana natural shapes, and in
the usefulness of the descrlptlors In Inferring shade and
function, The segmentation depends on a class of Dpimitives
which allows a natual Dart-whole decomoosition and which
suggests simple approxImations.

2,3 GENERALIZED TrAhSLATIONAL INVARIANCE
ANJD GENERALIFE2 CYLINDERS

To describe tlre snakelike primitIves of Our sYstem, #e make
use of the concept of generalized translational invariance, first
formalized bY T, 0, Binford 1BInford 711, and extended here.

The model we propose consists oft

1, A snace curve, Galled the axis.

2, Planes Perpendicular to the axis, and a set of
axes on the Diane,

3, A varlarle cross section described on these axes.

These primitives we call UOgtaj~gg Zyj= gjOd ,

A simple cylloder may be generated as follows; Su0pose there
Is an arbitrary simole closed Curve lyng nan arbtrary olan*,
as shown In Figure 2,7. If the Plane Is translated In 4
airection normal to the Plane, the locus of the curve traces out
a Portion of a surface, The surface so traced Is a cylinde; (in
the usual geometric sense of the word), With suitable
terminating surfaces at the ends, this process can generate a
solid dody enclosed by the surface,

We can formalize the generation of sIple cylinders aR

follOws: Let C denote the curve, P the Plane In whiph Ich

InitIally lies, and P the direction normal to P, Let '(o, } be a
translation operator which we may aoly to space curves# such

that T(Poo)*C represents the curve C after It has been translated
-4 4

a distance q In the direction D, The volume T(o,s)*C (055SX)o
the locus of the area Inside C Rs it is translated a distance X

12
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GENEkALI ED TRANSLATIONAL INVARIANCE 2,3

I

Figure 2,7
A Cylinder

In the direction normal to Ps Is a cylinder, If D is some

distinguished Point on P associated with C (such as the center)

then T(Dps)*D (OsSX) represents a straight line In soace which
we call the "axis,, of the volume,

We generallze sthls "simn Ies y! nCsr in two waYs, The flr
Is to allow the drecton o trans at on to vary, The second is
to allow the shape of the cross section to vary,

Generalized translational Invarlnce, as formulated by
Binford# generalizes both the translation and the cross sotion
variation by Including In the operator T a congruence
transformation On cross sections, That lot the Operator Will
transform the translated cross section to force a congruence with
the normal cross section at the translated Position, This Is
basically a descrioilve techniuo which will be useful if we can
find an axis choice such that the congruence transformailons are
sufflciently simple, It is this technfous which we follow In the
computer descrltIon of primitives set forth In Chapter 5,. But
for a higher level representation of complex objects we orefe;

13



2.3 GENERALIZED T.RANSLAT'ONAL 1'VAR!ANCE

the generational tochnicue which foillo~s, We believe that the
Sebaration of the axis and the Cross section descrlottons gives a
ffre general and more Intuitive representation, of shaD3,

Allowing ttne directlol of translation to v~rY '4111 allow usq
to generate "sflakes" of Constant cross section, aa s~own in
Figo.re 2,8, In our coriPuter-implemented reoresentation, t~he axis
i5 represanted a s aseauenee of Doints. S~it In general, we wish
to dsscrlbo the axes as continuous soace ei.rVes. .4e choose
helices to reoresent space curve3 of Constant curvature; if t1-1
curvature of a curvS varies, It maY oe aotouimated by a seauence
of segmente ef the orooer ourvatura,

YD(S)

Fiur Y,
Gnalzi Cyidrwt osXn ~s .o

thi Zanersr ofyA, ThedcrC wih iostn te Cros Secti on . h

Orientatio corAdite r~semeto Acetherest on the od;:Ingubsed

some function of ar'c length, so alongi the axis, That Is, the
Orientations Of the X-1 Y- and Z-Axes of A are the C-iutualiv

14'



o GENEk(AI.IZE0 TRANSLATIONAL INVARIANCE 2,3

orthogonal) vector-valued functioMs X(S)# Y(3)o and z(s), Am

axis D(s) may be reoresented as the solution to the differeonce

equation 0 T *0 *or
mew olId

59*de) t T(Z(sbsds) * B(s) Eouaion 2.1)

In ths limit as do aooroaoheS 0, Or SQU!V&lemtlYs

do(s)/ds C Z(s),, [Eauat'lon 2.23

If we Peoresent the curve C Paramnetrically In the x-y Lclene Of.A
(atog ewill not mecessar I eoend on aoaranietric

reicresentatlon) we might choose the form

46 4I

x~fx(~ yf rit* 0t~ ax

where t I3 arcmlenglh loghe cYrve. Then the surface C(set)IraY b reoresen ted n three dmen slaons as

C(Set) a 6(s) + f (t) X(S) + f (t) Y(S), (0st~t;9
x y mnax

[Eauailon 2.33

The "generalized cylinder" Is bounded by the locus of C(s) as s
L varies from 0 to X,~

Three Indeoenldl9ot dery stIves areenecessa 1ry to describgi the
motion of D and Its ooordinate system, (tCo~ipterl containosa
dis;jussion of the generation of helices,) We ohoo-se tcriofli T
(taU)t Curvature K (kaooa) ,and an angle Q (vIietst) denoingan
axis of curvature In the x-y viane, such that the foliowinG
relationships hold:

dx/ds a -K ZCos 9 0 EEoaslon 2.4)

dy/ds x -K z sin 9 -T x Crouailon 2.5)

dZ/ds K C x Cos a SI 0' siE Eauatlon 2,61
15



2.3 GLNFRAL!E0 TRANSLATIONAL P.&VARIANCE

FiguPe 2.9 shows a helical skeleton and a peometrip
Interpretation of torsion and curvature for the case Where x 0.
P~re torsion results In rotation of A about Its Z-Sxls. Pure
curvatUre results in rotation of A about the sxjs of Curvature.

- Rotation in
x-axis points to Torsion
center of curvature

Figure 2.9

Torsion and Curvature of a Helix

Only an Intllal oositicn and orientation for the auiillary
coorOlnate system At olus our th.ee derivative Parameters# are
necessary for Eauattons 2,4 through 2,6 to generate Scace curves
which are segments of arbitrary helices, If t Is Zero, a ioru.
Is generated. If K Is Zero, the eauations generate a straligh
line,

arlagil J, ; ga mlnfth i il ftlon6o dltOCSrT10 9 fY r a n 0, W. fu11 dioi
systeir A such thai the center of curvaturG always I es iT the x.z
Diane. The additional variable allows us to soecify the cros
sectlon shaDes mo;e economically,

The sooona way we generalize our formal model Is to allow the
ShAP6 of the cross section to vary, Let C(s) be a cross section.

16



GE1\.RALIED TRANSLATICNAL INVARIAJC' 2,3

vaiuta function of 95 That Iss givon someg specif ic value for so
th6 function C(s) wil tell Us how to Construct & closed curve

ora family of nom-IntersCtIg closed curves) on the i-y Clans
Of At In specifying the form Of C(S)i ehv hsnt s

* smiall set of regular geomnetric shacess with variable scalar
Para-votsrs to aoeci fy sieo Prooortlonst Or rotatiom. Those
Darafreter3 may bS functloms of are length a along tho axis, so
that we may generate coflist drIllso or Piano legs.

Representation of cross section shaces has not beem the
*attention it do~erves In this research, Describlng cross

sectlons Is a recresentation oroblem In two dimenslons I and many
of the Comments we nave already offered on rooresentation might
Do appiled here as well, In Darttculars segmentaion is
Important In desor'Iblng comolicated cross sections, Our formal
'rocol Is capable of extension bY the addition of other means of
soocifyine cross ssetion curves. Polar functions (radius Vs,
angle) and other 0,araretric representations of the cross section
outline can Provide a very general descriptive power, But these
are n'ot entirely satisfactory since their constructs do not.
Provide an intUlti1ve description of ghspe,

Anl anomaly arlses when the axis ?f a cylinjer CUives with a
radius of curvature les,3 th:,i the "~ns ide ' ra ius 0f the cross
section. Such a Tituation Is Illustrated in Figure 2'.10. The
au:111C described by the cross section's outline Is convolute'
But the ygiu~ml of the solid Is the locus of the Interlo;. of the
Cross section,, The fact that this locus crosses Itsoif should
Introduce no difficulty. The surface of the object in the
vicinity of the bend will be those points of the object iwhich are
adjacent to Its extorior.

WIh a sufficintlY general r~ eto rosntlon;generalized translat onal InvarianceoT will geianeterany realizable
object# In a trvlal but uninteresting way, Let the axim be a
straight line, and describe the cross sections cut by plan~s
Derpendicular to the axis as a function of length along i., The
description of these cross sections will not, In general, be easy
or elegant. The utility of the method of desc'iotlon wil Ilie In
Its oimnlicitY and Its usefulness In extracting significant
features, The fundamental ouestlon Is whether we can do this
simply for an interesting class of obj#cts.

17



2,3 GE'ERALIZEO TFANSLATICNAL !':VARIANCE

F~oure 2,10
Surface Anomaly

2,4 COMPARISON WITH SOME OTHER METHOS OF
REPRESENTAT! ON

Many ways of Oreresenting three-dimensional objects exi t
Different reDresentatIons Make different kinds of Information
ava)iacle1 and achieve different degrees of success in ovresemtIln

this Information In a useful manner, q9 snail mentlon some of
the more significant of these, and ccoare them with
r.oresentation bY generallzee cylinders with resoect to how well
they jescribe those attributes we call shaoe.

Arong the most b csle mehods of representing s911d oD sctsOr& the 3lct; Coa and t 01b IPa g, A Space maD 1s a thrfee-w
Olmenslonml array - rresPondlmg to a suodivision of s-ace Into
contiguous cells, With a coarse coil size, this rnIdel sueful
In Obstacle avoldamce, or in Identification of subareas of
Soecial Interest in a larger scsn6, A deoth maD is a CWOo

dimensional array oontaining the distances from a caI.gra Or
rangIng device to the nearest surface of an ooject or scene, The
loW-level Inout to many Programs Is organized in this fashion,
(A Yar'atlon on te O9th maD Is the 02Qb Qrla, drscr;bed in



;Zecticrn 3.".) wh I e space -.ags cn,4 dp-t r.:s are conveqiert
--Ays c; Cr(gfl-in l ow-leVpl data* troey yev ;-.tlE icr:.caoilitN
to Sh Brz dfiscriation.

Some ziji;sit;rtlQgo iethons nay be classifi'e wllt dectV,
qaosD , te 1scric. en S bsti tutts depth Contours' aaY'
f 'mctions for the tWO-1iremslonal 0eCth orray.. 6iar iate Sol im
irttInq [Coonis) fits .'Ato this category. 1worn craated A ev
contour representation from assumptionls about hilumlinatlon ar'e
reflectance cnarscillrigtic Ctlcrn3,

A romqSnrjiDgJenta4i gn ves a
Roberts r~oet 63) and ah ztanford y S a
use 0f Prototype$ where the relationships of faces to co~as and
vertices Is deflfl.o In advance for a fixed nunber Of nr"ImItIVES.
~C P e~ mr 4 1 ~lx Ie Mcde;! ?%ave0 been ;.sed 01. other
resealrchers,[Shrai, ;aungart), This tyre Ot mcdel 'is mainly,
sultec to polyheorat out anoroXi'ration of curveocl bJects b a
facated reprOsentation h~as h~d some success in comiputer graohicp
0 This extension' of 41,at 15 essentially a -ethod for Plane.
!,cufded objects Into the dorriain Of curved cbiects cannot be
-zerlOusly consijered a reasonable cafldioe.p for sheot
:escription. rhe zody-faCA-edC9-vertBx m~odel describez surfP.CES,
not Volum.Ies, And tne number cf olzries tc h~e dealt wit'% -aikes the
,rethod unwieldy' for curved ol"..ects.

tf BIS ±raD5.i.Qros Caiu1. mot tSmith1 bear soffle

sue a eeibnce to rersnato Ycen-eralizec
cylin~ders, We shall devete at Paragraph to exp~laining how mealal
axis transforrs ar'9 derived, tnen show why they Co nct provioe ar

adgate descriction of shae.

Ir two diliens! gnS, the madcial axl! Trz-sforri ;s Fon'etiwris
Called a SiUn; ZrjnaftrD, The Slumi tramns orni tor a given share is
enerateo ns fulliowss Associated with averO oon- inl tie !1mtrO'
ofa (two olneinslonfl) shape or outline, Is a m~xlmal disc

rg;ghbornod, F;gure 2.11 Shows some Wrints in the in.erior of a
rectargle, and their naxiinal neighborhoods, Te maxi1rLl
esiahterhond of any coint is the largest disc which may oe

c entered on that joint ami stli; remain wikh"If the boundaries Of
the Outllnp. -he slum' transform of the shape consisto of the
tienters of the miaximal neighborhooos which are ro7* wholly
contained In any l3rger meighborhoDO, In Figure ~.1 the
"aighterrmood of ooint F is wholly Inside that of Point E, ane
that cf voint C Is wholly inside -hat of oint '. Only the
-elghbcrhooos of Doints A, 8, and E cannot De wnioly Coriained in
any larGer maxim~al neighborhoo'ds dria tho.,. Points WillI bo carT Ot
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2.4 r)TijER METHODS OF REPPE"E',TATIOM

Figure 241
Maximal Neighborhoods

the Blum traMsfqrm of the rectangle, The complete Blurm transform
of a rectangle is shown In Figure 2,12,

When the Plum transform Is extended to three Ji ensions, the
transforms become not SoacO curves, but cort ons of curved
surfaces In SDRC*, The medial axis transform of an elliosold ti

an eillose.shaoe; oleco of a flat surface, centered ;n the

9l tosold,

fTheeptInQiDa ObJecions to nedlal axis tansforql are that
if 5egmeta tion is aotiedi It must be done in a ri;id mannor,

that generation of the transforns reouires knowledgo of the

comolete object, and that the transforms it generates are non-

intuitive,

A91gmnati or'maybe apiled toa ed ji xs*r afe
oeen comoutea branches or r An In raorm.

Sultable conditions must be established to nifferentilte those

branches of he transform which represent oxtreit'es of the

coject from those which arlse from corners. What we roa!IY want
frOm a reOPresentation Is the abillty to segment first, and then
d^scrlbe eaOh Dart and that the segmentation be aDrl;Qd SO as to

Yield the striclest desriotilon of each Part. With ned;Il axis

2¢A



OTHEk METHODS OF REPRESENTAT!O!N 2.4

(I

Figure 2,12
Blum Transform of a Rectangle

transforms# segmentation gef Asecriotio co on
corners on each parts whi w Introduca spur ou ranches on

the transform,

The enilre exteot. of an object must be known in order find

the maximal neighlorhoods. This Orec udes use of the method on

objects obtaln.d rom on!Y one view, Two dimensional shaoes are

usually viewed In thelr entirety# but In three dimensions the

entire surface of an objeot Is difficult to obtain,

A nom-in uItIve two-dimenslonal medial axis transform m y be

-seen In In Figure 2,13s the Blum transform of a rectangle with S

Motch, A minor variation In the outline produces a major

oerturbation In Its transform, In "hree dimensions the situation

Is analogous. The medial axis transform of a coin or #lat dise

wl] be a Circular nortioon of a olane with rim-l1ke extensiOns at

Its circumference.
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2.4 OT,.EQ ETHCOS 3F REP ESENTATION

Figure 2,13
Blum Transform of a Rectangle wlth a Notch

22



3 DEPTH MEASUREMENT

Tne recognition and reoresentation of ObJects as ogrfo;rmed IM
th exp~erimfenltal oortiol of this research *reau Iros t'~rse-
d~monslonal data on~ which to oDQr&to, The orIrarY reguireirient is
that the data Do reasonably dense and reasonably nonissiont.
While the special characteristics of our laser triangulation
syst~rr are made use of In many of the toohnIoues to be 'described,
we OeliOVs our methods are general enough that othe means of
rangirO cam be subsituted,

3,.1 SOME METHODS OF DEPTH MEASUREMENT

A farl co nnse caaoue o hodsl o eth
1neasuremelTls JOOeh Ins~haotr 7 lout Ea oest n othe more
suitable of tnese are discussed below,

Devic, 1 e xist Wh c h ars capab e of die r l m asu-ing the
distance Yrofn the devics to some point on an o951et Dglace;d.efore
It, All of these devices are Variations on the basic method of
tlfe-of-fight measurement of light, F0 r the distances In which
We aill Interested, this usually takes the form of a laser beam
modulated by a sinusoidel signal, and a detector and ohase
miOs~urIM ctrcul wh~ich determrs. the phase shift, of the
reflected light Wjth reUsoot to the emitted light, An~ examole' of
such an Instrument Is the Geodoilte, manufactured by Soectra-
Physics, Mountaim View* California, Its d;pth resolution of I.
~irlirreter 1s OrObably adenuatm for our ourous, Direct ranging
devices reauire a two-axis deflection system (usually a pair o?
rotating mirrors) In order to scan a sees The resoonse time of
thQ Spectra-Physics Goodolte is one millisecond, Wtih a
Drorly designed irrrror soanning system, It would reQuire only
90 seconds to scan an entire scene with ;L raster resolution
comoarable to our televlsloN cameras, At oresent, !is cost in
DrohlbItlVe, comoared with other methods avallatle. Aft
teohniauos In this area imorove, direct ranging may become
competitive with other ranging ,metnods,

Twocmra stom to is attrac IV$ mainly fomte- .fve
th t %imitates human Steo 500th Dope t o,0rsac
using two-camera stereo may stied linto human' decth1 D:::soti
(Or, 1rote IIKelY* stimulate further research In this &Fe90 We
feel twO-oamer& Stereo Is hardly the best way to measureo dopth by
computer when we are interested in sceed, efficiency, Or
accuracy. Triangulation by laser (see the next Section) re$ouirs
one TV camera, if other characteristics of an object, such as
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3, 3'4E METHOV S OF DEPTH4"/SRMN

color Or tSXtUrer are reoUlred, a separate TV Image of the scene
mray be obtained with littla aridltional cost, Int genea 1, zfi
desirable to n~ave altprnate modes of ver4e~tion for varyino
tasks,

To rmea Ure decth ty steroo~sis It Is first necessa'y to
lo6tl y~l tsi~each I age i .flcth correspond to the o*oe

on the actual object, Either so-ne Orel minary recogmft'on Must
be Performed on the sceme, or correlation must be oerformed om
the fine texture 'of the scene, T-. use a higher level amal'Ysis
(such as a sort of low-level recognition) to contrel the
acauisltioi or orocessinj of low-level in-Put Is attractive ae a
goal for f'uture research$ but to this date such techmicues have
mot been demonstrated, Correlation of texture either* r'estricts
us to coarse textored ooiects or reoulres a much higher soatial
resolution than Is currently available In imaging devces.

Re K, Nevatia has used motion stereo with texture Gorrelation
to Measure deoth at selected Dolflt5 on thO surface of rocs* His
Tothods ield a depth accuracy smilar to that of our laser
triangulation system# but the averagO DrOCOSSing time hle
estimrates to be about 10 5600101s Per point.

TrIangulation using a beam Or plane Of iiljnt and an imagina
deVice, aLS o utlined In the following Section, appears to be the
belt Drautical rmeans of three-dimensional scene acculs~tiom
available at Drese.mt.

3,2 TFRI NGULATION BY LASER

Triangulation by laser; (for &4e c~se where the lass- beam. is
not aivorgede) is goofltricallY similar to Stereo. Consider
replacingi one stereo catmira by a deflectablo laser beam, The
horiZontal and ve-rtical deflection angles of the beam corresoond
to the raster coordinates In the camera, The croolem of
iaentificatiom of a single point in the t.~o 11vIews" I'm
practically el1imnated, since in the remalina TV Image the
Drlght l12Cr soot Is easily detected,

Data rate for' t !langulation tY an uridiverged 7earn would be
rather lowt, since or OacN point measired th l aser must 09
deflected# the TV camnera must be read, and' the bright so~ot
Identified, The maximum data rate using an undiverged oean would
to 30 to 60 data Points oer seconl# based o~n tme timne 'Sculred to
read ome TV Image.
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TRiIANGULATION PY LASER 3.2

A sig~nificant 1morveflt In data rate Is obtained oy
Oivsrg!ng the lager'sjoel beam Into a Plans of Iighi. as, fo;
lr~stprnC, hy Dasn g he bear, through9 a cylindrical lems Such a

* lgIm will magnify Or spread the beam In one dimensiom only,
transforming the c~rcUlar laser beam Into an elongated SIIIpset
Cr Dlane of II ;ht. The Fingle of divergence of the olane of light
will be equal to the diameter Of t%.'e umdiverged beam, divided by
the focal length of the lens, An additional advantage of
diverging the beam is that only one rotating mirror wHi be

* flees5arY to enable the beam to cover every part of a scene.

To 59e how eph mag be mesue wihalneo lgt, i
,ra.1i be instructiv t tnk Ttn e iane aS being comoosed of
manY IridIVIdual rays of light eimanatIng from a point, As long as
the ra.%'s do not cross or Coincide in the camera's Image, eachtla

*I il dentifiable. This restriction 1Is eguivalent to the condtion
that the Diane of light (and its infinite extenmsion) riot include
the focal Dolmt of the camera,

Theoni v lbly Illumination on the scene Is In the Dlane of
I i~ht) hecea d I lium nated pot nts are on the Pilane. There

9 exists a Qniaue coil ineation (one-to-one corresr~ondence) between
ocints on the Plane and Points In the TV Image, Once the
oclilineation Is klowmo the three dimensional coordinates of any
Illum'inated Point maY be determined from Its location In the TV
I froa,

Thede t cuacof a t langulationhsystemadepnd othe
-esolution of the Tmaging civ ce and on te angmIe 0? sloar atiOn
between the two points of view, (Refer to Figure 3.1.0 The
Inherent resciution of am Imaging device gives rise to a cone of
uncertainty for anY given point In, an Image, The width of the
cone at the object being viewed we call 0, The unce tainiY In
lateral Position because Of the resolution of the imag Ng device
13 D / 2, If the angle of separation between the camera and the.

0 /2
laser Is 0, then the maximum uncertainty in Position Is -----

tanm
The root-mear'-souare uncertainty will be 0,707 times this, or

<RMS range error) z 0,5 0 oot 0. CEguajiTon 3.13

If the ,4idth of ihe lass ~ ne is ... han one rastl untthen the goluncertainty D s5 u d c also incT e dthe uncertainty I
Iccating the centerline of the plane, For a typloal
ccnflguratton of our ranging sYst~ms the contribution to 0 dueto
the resolution of the TV camera Is about 0,015 inches.
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Cone of Uncertainty

Ray from Laser
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Oamera

F13urO 3.11
AcCuracy of Ra.,glng



TRIANGULATION PY' LASER3,

Urcertainty In locating the lAser cen~terline n~ay add an~
addIt IonalI ze,.o to 0,5 lncnethI fIgurei al

abou 30degees giin;a lnytntoramge accuracy Of 0.935 to
0,0 Inches, calflbration errors will add further inaccuracyo bu;
thse will nlot change relative accuracy, Cal ibration and
caliblr~tlon errcrs are discussed in Section 3.4 and in A1'pendix
A,.

A system similar"to the above was Independen~tly desIgned.by
Stirai and Suwa at rFlectrotechnical Laborvatory, Tokyo ESh~ralJ.
Coniventional ootics w~ere usod In a slit Drojector to project a
plane of light,

The advanta gsofuingoa Ias 9r Over ujInq conventional
OPtic5 Are Practica I * not'theoreticat. The 6 o0rina 'pa #dvantage
Is that a clane of light from a laser Is unflfnly thin~
tl*roUghout -- hence the de;ath of field of tine source Is less
limited, (There still remains the Droolem of depth of fiel'd of
the camera's optlcs,) In addltiom, placing a narrow Oar'd-Daga
Optical filter In -the camera ootics blocks most ambiemt light,
WItin the filter 'in olaCer Our system Will O0erate 'in a sunlit
room %ith no noticeable degradation in Performnance,

eithier o.hite or a color With a red component, Objects of other
Colors reflect little or no laser light, Tunable lase's o;

* rulti-waveleng',h lasers may eliminate this problem in the ?Ljurs,
* but such lasers are now rather expensive, and would ;eouirs

oetection of the beam without a filter.

For optimal dooth di ~crimin~toi the P1an of Ii goteshouldto poe.rod icuIa r to the plone aetfnes9 by the TV cameras the laser
defecton .35;n~y ad the center Of the scene being scanned'

Fcr bettcoverage 01 the sc9ne, the axis of Motion of the olane
of llgnt, when !t is scanned across the seems, should also be
ceroendoicular to the same plane,

In order to Obtain More complete and isQ tropi data, scanning
takes place with two different orlentations of the plane of
light, The ciane of light In the second orientation is at t-Ight d
angles to the Diano In the first orientation, and both are at 45
oegress with respect to the ootimum Dlane for pest depth
accuracy, Although the orientatlon degrades depth accura&cy fo-r
each scan, the fact that we have two independent measurements
Increases th' accu-racys anid the final aCuracy is ideritical to
that computed In Eouetion 3.1, or 0.353 cot ~
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3,2 TRIANGULATInN BY LASER

In scanning a scene, the TV camPra Is read, the olanu of
lioht l. movea by mean s of a ro;atln; nirrOr, the TV 'ad again,
and the cycle re¢$ats unti the entire scene has been covered.
The cylldrical lens Is then rotated 4 degrees, and the entire
scene scanned In his orientation, A laer 3Gao refers to one
Ir.age froM tne TV camera, Or the data derived from one onags,
When the data Is converted to three.-lnensloal coordInates$ the
result Is a jjotk @d, The distance between successive laser
scans Is wider tnm the rasol':t; of the TV raster. For each
laser scan we have a decth protls along a line, The deoth
Profiles form a sort of decth mao, If we imagine viewing the
scene from the poInt of view of the laser deflection aooratus,

Ar Interesting possitility for hIgn speed scanning of a sceoo
is su~gested bY the work of Will and pennington Cw113. Their
acPrOach to ranging Is to project a unIform coded grid onto a

scene from a slide proJector. Tnis Is eculvalpnt to reading many
laser scans in a single frame from the TV camera, will and
Pennlrgton made no attemt to neasure deoth' directly, wnIch would
have reojlred IdentIfyIn3 each line In -he Imaga. They 4ie@e able
to extract the normal directions to Diane facets Illuminated in
this manner, but oerforned no recogniticn Or determinatlon of the
bouncarles of the facetz. However, if one were to use a coded
rid if which the code carries oosltional I.formation, the time

to scan a scene would be only tne time it takes to read one TV
Ilrags, Some tyoes of coded grids they su23est are a shift
register deriveo code plate, or the grid known in ootics as a
Inear zone plate, Addlziona! Processing would oe necessary to
Identify each lind in the image, The technliuas to extract the
coding will be exoensive, but for some applications# a tradeoff
of data acoulsitlon time for cornputatoon time may be desirable.

3.3 HARDWARE

The oaslc components of tne laser ranging hardware are:

The laser.

Phe scooe and auxiliary ilrror(s) to bring the bem to

the deflectiOn assemoobly.
fo,;hc gT:ss ~cy b esli, s a c lTnar~caT'diverg ng s and a asototail/noa

Mi ror,
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The Interference filter.

A television Ca'fera caoable of being read by the
corputer.

The hardware is located on the Hand-Eye table at teStanford
Artificlal tntelliJenoe Laborator'. Am Overall view of the 39tuo
i5 showil In Figure 3.2.

Tie laser p Fk 5zectra-Phy~tcs .He-Ne lasPrt model 125.
e~ltting red I t at a waveleiptn of 6328 anns roms. Rated
cc e'r of tnis model is 50 mill-watts, but measurements indicate
an actual Dower outout of about 35 millwattse Calculations
83ad on iaxlmjm sensitivity of the vidicon tube and the ootlcal
uaraeters of the system Indicate a' outout of 10 millwqtts to
be the minimum for this aDolication. Our 35 Mlllwatts apoears
,o be aoequate, provided

(i) control !s maintained of the focussing of the oaam, ^nd
(2) an Interference filter of sufficient aualIty 's usod,

Fo! ogtimal scanning of a sene, the angle at uhieb the lase;
beam Impinges uDon the deflection assembly i9 ImoDL(-Ant. The
beem should be oeroendicular to tme axis of rotatfoam o the
mirror, and as shown In the orevious Section (Section 3.2), the
axis of the mirror snould be ocroendicular to the olan.

uaterrrined cy the camera lens center, the center of the rotatina
mlirror and the center of the scene to be scenned. The zerluoose
ar.d auxiliary mirror are for bringing the besm from tbe laser.
(located under the table)# to the deflection assembly, In the
orooer orientation, The oeriscope consiits of two tel'escoolna
steel tubes, with a front-surface mirror glued Into e4ac end at
an angle of 45 degrees to the axis. The telescope arrangement
allows adjustment of the height of the beam above the taoie and

t * ! of the azimuth of the bean, The auxiliary miror Is mounted on a
oall-end-sicket clamo which allows am arbitrary orientation of
the beam,

Figure 3,3 shows tht essenlial features of te I9ce
deflection asenbly, The focdssn- lens Is necessary mt!-!l'

Soecause of the Door :ollimation of the beam. At the laser, the
oeam Is a uniform soot about 3 millimeters wide, This diverges
to a comolex Pattern of Toots and rings about 5 mIllImiers wide
at the deflection assembly, The focussing lens has a focal
length of 50 millimeters, and OrIngs the beam to a soot about 2
rrllirreters across at the center of the scene, when the
¢elinCrlcal lens is absent.
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HARDWARE 3,3
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Figure 3,31
Laser Deflection Assembly
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HARDWARE

The cylindrical lens Is a short piece Of OyrOx glass rod,
Ats focal length 'S aooroxlm'ately 4 'f:Himeters, The cylirid'icai
lens diverges the beam only In the alrection Perpendicular to the
axis of the lens, and chamges the circular cross sectiom of the
laser Deam Into an. elongated ellilos, A stepper motor may rotate
the Isms5 to change the direction of elongation.

A trOmvsurface mirror is mouJnted on~ the shaft of a goreouctiun head attached to a StODOsr motcr. This arrangem~ent fS
capable of scanning the beam or :)lane of light across the scene.Th~e re!.olutIOn of the mOtOr--,IUS-99ar-reduction Is 1728 steps per
revolution at the output shaft,

The entire Oeflect!on assembly is mounted on a ball~ifldr
socket clampo to allow alignment w'ith the Incoming beam and OrOO~r
orientation of' the outout Illu..l1natton.

Tne function of the Interferqn~e filter Is to sCreen Out
amrbient light, and let only refluected laser light $reach the
Vidlon tube, Its use Is necessary only w~hen working In a
carkered room Is undesirable, 4e have exoerimented with two
different filters, both manufactured by Octics Techn'olOgy, Inca,
The first has a bandoass of 6,6 an~stroms, and a transmission of
about 55 Percent at 6328 angstromns, With this filter we have had
no alffIcUIty Obtaining '1Ood TV Iclagas In daylight, Hlowever the
0.37 Inch thickness of thlr filter made It unsuiable for
Incorooratlon Into the color wnleal of a new television camera
Dres~ntlY being Instrumented, A thinner filteor purchased for the
color Wheel Proved unsatisfactory. Its bandoass Is about 20
angstroms# but other calibration data are lacking, Lower
transmilssion at 6328 angstrons and higher transmission at other
waVelgumgth5 leave too little contrast for daylight ooeratifon,

The Present configuration Is tri.cky and time-consuming 1o set
uc. Usually about one hour Is reau Iredl to set up and calibrate
the equipment, A more permanent setup, oernaos wtlh the
deflection assemoly mounted on too of the periscope, is beIna
contempl Iated,

Figure 3,4 is the television image of a Barble doll in pace
On~ the table ready for scanning, The table has been covered
with a dark cloth, to SUO~ress the background of the oDiure8 (the
tabletop), The laser o~ano cf light may oe seen illumInatin; the
subject* starting at the right shoulaer of the Joll, going across
the rlqht breast and thei stomach, to cross the left leg near the
knee,
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I

Figure 3,4
TV Image of a LParbie Doll

3,4 CALIBRATION

Caafllration 'Sgthat.O COSS whejebY weon s tUcarord eat n -r99 ablet WO reostu ~g r e
dimrensional codntsof ocinzs In a scene,

Cal ibration, at Stapfordf rmas come tomean the dete~mlnxtlom
of exact Darametr c M-ls camerastand arms (man I ulators)#
so that all coordinates may be measured relative to a fixed
coordinate system, The ability to refer to and to access
absolute Coordinates makes communication between Parts of a large

*sy'steff simoler. But for a general ourpose intelligent machine,
absolute locations w"Ill not be as useful as relative ones. There
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3.4 '.ALIPRATION

is little evidence to indicate that human Percuotion rinkes use Of
an absolute frame of reference, Rathers we are aware of the
locations of objects relative to eacni other, and of ou; own
Position relative to oUr 3Urroin'dings, Amiaron Guil~i has
shown how visual servoing of a comouter-00ontrolled marlioulator
Cam achieve alignment of Parts, witm reference to absoiute

Dositions only for initla: Positioning and searching.

For recognition of onects, tne important cues co-e.frofm
relative Information. Sizes and distances on an Ob.Ject are
Invariant with rotation ana translation. Nor-rial d~ircticjn3 to
su~rfaces are comcuted locally. The directions we comouJte are~
for convenience, relative to sone global coordinate system,1 but
what matters Is the relative orientations of different surfaces.

In ConsiderAtion of this, Dhilosophy', the emoh sis of the
calibration ov the laser rang-ng system is on rel at ve accuracy
of DereOtiOm.

Galibration takes Piac" In to~o ohases, camera calibration and
laser Cailibration.

Camera calioratilon i-volves establish Ing a corresoondence
Detween ;oints on the tab:.;too and aoints In the TV Image. The
Plane of light is Projected en the table tog, and six laser scans
are read by the Camera, in the Pattern shown In Figure 1.5, The
mine Intersections of the lasor lines are measured on the table
too, relative to a local coordinate system (usually with Its
Comlte? near the center of the calibrationl Pattern, Straighi
lines are fit to each laser scan in the TV i-ace and the nine
Intersections of the straight lines are caiculated. The PPAXIS
vrillifizatlon orogram oeveiooed by Richard Brent and lrwnt Sobei
deter'-inos the values Of the ca:--Ora Parameters which give the
best correspondence oetwsen the nine measured Intersection Points
ano the nine intersections of the laser scans In TV coordinates.

F ive camera Paramleters are determined by the caibratloon
DrOgram: the camera's orientation with resoect- to our local
coordinate system (Dane tilt andI swing angles), and the
horizontal and vertical scale factors of tie camera._ Three
aoditionai Parameters, denoting the Position of the camera lons
centers are meas~reid aDbroXimatelY (to the nearest inh) and ar#
held fixed during the minimilzation crecess. From these eigni
Parame~ters, it Ts Possibie to determiine a matrix, CAMTRANS,
relating Doints In the scene to tniir coordinates as Oioserved
the TV imag:, The relation Is;
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CALISRATION 3,4

(C

Direction of Motion

Figure 3,5
Calibration Pattern

U x
V C CAMTRANS3 * Y Eua~1on 3,23
H

1

'here X, Y, and ary the coord nates of the object ont. and
th* Image point coordifnates are iven bY U/H and V/H,

oosl n wt es Iinaccuracy In nea urement, of the camera's
oos~bnltfrestjt to our cas coorolnate system may oroduce

absolute errors In location of Qoints located far fron.the center
€ of the scene, but the relative errors will! be limited to a slight

ar~lng or scaling of the scene.

Lae c,.alib ation Is based on rjlml mztlon .of~ g~
errors, Where w aser races, atising fromn tof d1 r
rotations of the cylindrical lens, cross I/n a scene, dilfferenlt 4
determinations of deptAh may be obtained for the oint where they

*CROSS, We call this difference the matching errOr, Laser
calibration adjusts the carameters of the laser defleotlon system

to minimize the sum of the scuares of the matching *~roru over
scen3,
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3,4 CALISRATIO.

If the position of the laser deflection assembly Is known,tne remainder of the laser deflection oarameters may be comouted
from the calibration pattern ano known physical oa-ameters, as we
shall show below. This, the only parameter5 which must be
aoJusted by ihe m;nimizer dre tme oosltioi of tme laserceflection assembly w'tm r9sect to our local coordinate system,
A rough Initial measurement Providus a Starting Point for theminir I zer,

The "posltion of the laser aeflection assembly" (or, forbrevity, the "laser cent6.") we take to mean soae coInt on the
surfszb of the rotating ilr'or, The laser light actually
eiranate4 from a vf.i..al ouint nenind t"e MirrOr, Put there is asreall area on the surface of tne iirror tnrough which all Planes
of fight oess. For the Purooses of calivration, we assume theIght to emanate from the center of tne area. (We discuss the
ValditY of this assumption in A-endiX A,)

tn~tpolnts je-e~ qe the nea emeougtohes o ane of Ib, n Von maybe determined from Polit B and point H in Figire 3,5 and tne
laser center, The Diane In the horiZontal Position Is determined
from po nts D aria F and the laser center, Points A and I and tnelaser center determine a Plane which we assumie to bePerpendicular to the axis f roation of the rotating mirror,(The validity of so assuming we iiscuss in AopendIx A,0

To obtain the coefficients of tne Plane of light wneo the%Irror is at some Position other than zero rotation reouires a
series of transfcrmation?, These are a translation, T, to
transform the laser center to the origin of coo dInatest a
rotation R to align the mirror axis Cf rotation wItM thevertical, a rotation M abOt the Vertical aXis corrcs~onoig totlIce the angle Of rotation of the mirrcr, followed hY rotation
by R Inverse and a traislatlon bY T inverse to restore the
Original orientation of te axis and Position of the lase;center, When the lane nf light is excressed in horogeneoul
coopc:nates, the transformations may be represented by matrixrultipllcations, (See [Rooe-ts 63J for an exposition ofhomogeneous coordinates and trarsformations,) To obtain the
coefficients of t;e Plane of light at a mirror rotation of 0 use
the following matrix eoua-ion:

PLANE(@) PLANE(O) * SHIFT * ROTATE(@) * SHIFT"Eaia'ion 3.33
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CALIBRATION 
3.4

where SHIFT Is the product of the translation T and the rotatlonR, and ROTATECS) Is a rotation about the vertical axis.

Given the homo geeous reoresen ation for the laser diane In aspecific orientation, a system o; ecuations nay be olved toYield a collineation COLL such that the ohy foal coordlnates ofany Point on the Imiage of the scan line Is given by

X UY COLL V CEguailon 3.43

H

where U and V are the raster coord mates of the ooint, and X/H,Y/H, and F/H are Its ohyslcal Coordinates.

The comclete calibration data for a scene containS theCAMTRANS matrix, the eight camera Parameters (the location of thelens center, the pan, tilts and swing angles, and the horizontaland vertical scale of the camera), PLANECO) (In homogeneouscoordlnates) for both horizontal and vertical orientations, the(Ifatrix SHIFT amd its Inverse, the location of the lases center,
and the orientation of the m1rror rotation axis.

ADDendix A shows that errors in the calbrati on, orInollallythose due to non-oerpondicularity of the axis of rotat/o 0 of thgmirror to the plane determined as mentioned above, contribute atC least as much to the uncertainty of range determination as theresolution of the camera. The average absolute error In range,due to all known source5: is about 0,05 inch. 
A

After imn izatson, Ittching errors tYolcaily iun abou;0.01 Inch Since th Olut on of the TV camera and the widthof tne laser lines lad us to exoect an absolute error In thePe;gmborhood of 0.03S .o 0.070 Inch,

4
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4 PRELIMINARY PROCESSING AND CURVE FITTING

This chapter desc!Ibes the low-lyel Procss'Iu fl@cs[ay to
convert the TV images obtained w Ith asor l lum na t/on to
useable denth Information for the descrlotlon routines,

The unprocessed data exIsts as Images on the vid con. of the
TV camera. the output of the oreliminary orocess ng routines
hill be a set of curves# which say of combined with the lass
calibration data, to reconstruct the original scene in three
dimenslons.

4,1 LINE EXTRACTION

The TV camera l raad by a standard routin from the Siamford
Hand-Eye Librar, EPgngle. Outout from this program i an array
of four bit brightness samples, packed nine to a 36 bit PDP-10
word,

We scan this array co nom;Zer brightness bytes, and Itore
the brightness and coordintes py the notiero samle s In am
arraY. One samole ocouple3 one word of Oate, Although the
storage reoulrements are hIghef for each samnle, because most of
the picture Is dark, ther* is t not roduCtICn it storage reaulred
of about 20 to one as a result Of this operatlon, DeteOtlon
typically reoulres about 5.9 microseconds Dar word which contains
all Zero samples, and abOut 271 miCra td per nonzero word'

FOr a tyPIca! Picture of 2300 words, this DrocessIng reoulies
abOut 48 milliseconds, This averages to 20 ml¢ioseoonds or Word
Cr 2.2 microseconds aer oolnt.

Figure 4.1 displays the nonzero samples detected In one frame
L of television Input for the Barble doll of F guts 3,4. (The Diane

of light for this Image passes from the loft shoulder, across the
left breast and the stomach, and along the right thigh.) The line
appears wider across the body than along the leg, This is

orinclcally because the body of the doll faces the laser
deflection assemblyj light from the deflection assembly stlkeos
the surface perpendicularly. The leg Is obllaue to the laser
illumination, and the total illumination Per unit surface area of
the leg Is smaller.

The 11nes thus detected are usuafIy several raster units
broad, The breadth obtained is Dr incoaly due o a low
brightness threshold made necessary oy Intensity varlatores aln
the Iline The line Is generally brighter near Its middle than ai
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4,1 LINE EXTPACTION

Figure 4.1

Non-Zero Brightness Sampies From One Laser Scan

either ends and hue and Intensity on the object being sanned
account for a great deal of Variation. In order to detect the
dlifmest line In the scene a low clipping level or threshold Is
imDoSed on the hardware, This resu.lts In saturatlon in the
orighter areas of the line, Although the edges of the line are
Giff with respect to the center, the edges are detected where the
line Is bright. RefocussIng of alti'er the laser beam~ or the
camIera have not beten found to have a significant effect on the
wiath of the line.

The line 13 '-hinned by locatin; Its centerline. Horilzontal
ana vert cal islces" are made through the picture. Fqr every
horizontally or vertically ccntkjuous set of oofntst the
Coordinates of the center of that set are Placed in the ar-ry fo;
the thinned line. The center Is computed by weighting the
Position of each sample bY its brightness# and tak~n? thel 4
average, Figure 4,2 shows tine line nf Figure 4.1 after th I nmng,
In this figure we see spver&l Poinzs tnat are not nea' the

cemtethe tacepis ve cal

cetrline Of th rae principal ~y where the trace i etcl
These Points arise from vertical sgct ons cassing along the edge
of the unthinned trace. The Or~eration w~hich links th~e oint,
vill allmIr'ate these spurious coints,
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LINL LXTRACTION 4,1

I

L Figure 4,2
Laser Trace After Thinning

Abetter th'Mmlng OD, ration woud taecttrlnsol

oerpeflcuiar to the ap~rOx Imate direction of the line,. HQW$Vsr,
mo 3lngle direction of search can apoly to an entire* laser sear,
en ifteOrteotaton of the laser plane Is knon I l.e Ma'

li0 at any orientation. The only way to aPply th s Would be to
first apply a local analysis to the line at several olaces to
deterfrine the direction Of the line.

L A single Program controls the rotating mirror and television
caireral and performs line detection and thinni ng, The usual mode
Of oosiatlon Is to use this Program to manually adjust the camera
Oarafleters for optimum contrast# then to specify to the programn
the !nitIai beam Positions stop Increment, and nu"'ber of steos t*o
scan bscene, The DrOgrkm will automatically Step the mirror,
read the TV Camera, detect the nonzero brightness samoles, and
store their coordinates on the disk, A second bass of the same
Program reads the data stored on the disk for the thinnina
OPerstion,

Or a diyk file are stored,' foreach lafer scan, the angula'*
cositions of. the mirror and the cYlindrica l~ns, the nuniber ofo
o'ints detected tn the Imams the coordinates of each point, and
If thinning has not Yet been done, the brightness of each coint.
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L11NL EXTRACTION 4,1

Figure 4,3 Is a coMPoslte of all the laser traces of the

Barble doll, aftej thlnning, NOa the lower right COrnS we see
several traces where the black cloth on the tabletop has failed

to cofpletely suopress the background of the figure, The short
horizontal line In the lower right Cornet is due to errors in the
TV inCut hardwsre,

The Image of Flgue 4,3 contains a aser traces, 777 9%n.
Zero brightness samples '* re detecte o, and 4956 remalneo aOr
thinning, The program required 8 minutes of elaosed time to scan

the scene, and I minute, 18 seconds of CPU time, The 8 Milnutes

Includes some time for user Interaction with the program,. A one=
second settling time Is IMcosel, aftor each step of the rotating

mirror, for oersistence on the Vidicon to die, but this is partly
overlapped with orooessing time, The balance of the time not

accounted for by computation, waiting, or Interaction Is due to
time sharing on the computer, The tninning operation reouired 39
seconds of CPU time additional, The Program which accomolishes
this runs In 27K of core on the PDP-10 computer,

4,2 LINKING THE POINTS

The centerine Points resulting frOm ts line tboninf
op tion1 (sect on 4. ate stored n the ate structurein
raster orders that is, they are sorted by their coordinates. In

order to separate line segments, perform curve fitting, eilminateSpurious points, and prOvide a More useable structure to the

data, contiguous seauences of points must be Identified as lines.
and the points sorted In Order along these lines.

The points are linked by a "max imal minimum distance" methld'.
Th!s Is akin to finding a mini mal spanning tree linking
contiguous or nearly contiguous points, and finding the longest
path In this tree. Because of the linear nature of our data
oolnts, we may take some heuristic snort cuts,

To do this4  W6 first shall define a "minlmu distance"
between two Points In a contiguous set corresoondTng tO the

shortest path through the set which link the two olints, The
L "end points" of a contiguous set are the oair of points which

have the greatest minimum dlstance between them, The linkina
routine orders the ooints of the set according to the shortest
Oath between the end polnts, and deletes those points of the set
which do not lie on this path.

I}
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4 2 LINKING TWE POINTS

We define a mlinmu distance function as follows; Retween
any two nelghbo ing dints, the "polnt-to roint distance" is
aerfined In Table 4,1 Uo moInts are neighbors if and only if

there Is an entry ;n tM4 tabl'e corresponding to their elstlve
looation,) For any two points, not necessarily neighbor-s a
"oath distance" may be found by summing the oolmt.to-oolnt

distances over some neighbor-to-nelgmb)r oath connecting the two

ooints. In Figure 4.4, A, B# and C a-s oaths connecting oormts o

and a, corresoonding to oath distances of 7, 6, and 7, The

"minimum distance", between two Points Is the -iinlmum, over all

oaths, of tne path distance oetween them, In Figure 4,4 the

minimum distance between P ad Q Is 6, corresponding to oath B,

6 5 4 5 6
5 3 2 3 5
4 2 * 2 4
5 3 2 3 5
6 5 4 5 6

Table 4,1

Point-to-Point Distanco (From Cente Point)

2

2 53

3 2

5

Figure 4,4
Some Oath Distances

To find the end ooints we take the first point on the list as

a starting point, and compute the miinir,jm distance to every other
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LINKING THF POINTS 4,2

oint to which a path exists. (By gonsldering the nearlst points

first$ the t !me to compute these distancess Is rOOOrt onal only

to the mumber of points,) Assuming there are no long clrCular

Oaths, (and the nature of our data precludes this,) the point

with the greatest minimum distance from the starting point must

be one of the end ooints, (See Figure 4.5.) Taking this end

oolnt as a new slartlng Points we again compute the mjilmum

distance to every other Point, to IdentlfY the other end point.

(Figure 4,6.)

Initial Point-- 0

3 2 3

End Point

Lines are minimum paths.

Numbers indicate cumulative
minimum distance from the

initial point.
14

Figure 4,5
Locating One End Point

L After one calr of end ooints has been founds the. oglns go
ths minimum oath are copioed into a separate array In their ordee

along the oath, All points to which a oath exists but which do

not lie on the minimum oath are to be considered as noise, and

the antire contiguous set of data points Is deleted from the

list, The process Is repeated to find other line segments until

no points remain unaccOunted for. Segments containing fewer than

five points are discarded as spurious, The linked ooitit In each

line segment are then Passed on to the segmentation and curve

fitting routines.

Pe ooint linking routine found two lin sements In the data
of Figure 4.2. These two lines are shown In Figure 4,7. A gao
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4.2 LINKING TWE POINTS

Linesarem nimu Piths

5 Numbers indicate cumulative
minimum distance from the
initial point

Figure 4,6
Locating the Other End Point

Figure 4.7
Two L'Imes Found by the Llnimg Algorithm
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LINKING THE POINTS 4,2

In the poInts along the thlgn of the doll crevOitod
loentifleatilon of the trace as a s lgle lilneI Figure 4.8 shows
the traces of Figure 4.3 after the linking ooeratlon.
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4,2 T;-E POINTS

Figure 4,8
Mult019Lasr Tace,, o a 011After LinkIng
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4,3 RECURSIVE SEGME4JTATION

The next steo in the descriPtIOM of objects Is curve fiitng
Cf the laser data. For each line segment found by the sorting
Cceratlon (Section 4,2) R curve or set Of cutves IS found which
maY represent or arproxinate the Points along the line segment,
Cividing the segu'ent into subse~jments, as necessary, to obtain an
sGequate aoproxI~ati on.

* There are several advantages to curve fittin~g the data OnoCOVIOus advantage iS R COMpresion of the gross amountt oV Ata
i-hich must be handled# a compr assion usually of about 4 tO 1.
Curve fitting smooths the data and rejects soUrious Points. The
Segment~ation nec.essarY for curve fitting Is Useful in
legnertatlon of objects, And the more richly structured data
case of curves facilitates further orocesslimJ. However 'It is

5 fln* consuming, and It Introduces a certain amount of systematic

S egmentat Ion, a the Present status of our eXperimental
reseatrch, is used or marilY to assure a good fit to the data oN
the fitted curve segments, We have found that the methods we use
s re accurate In locatinq corners In lines, or other abruvt
Changes In characteristics (see Figure 7,1). Corner data are
rot PresentlY used OY CUP Drograms, but will be useful when this
research Is carried further.

Gurve fitting and segmentation Is done In T rast er
coordinates, before any use Is made of the cayibrati On
In~formration to obtain denth, whether this takes Place before or
after conversion to three dimensions Is only a mi11or
Consideration, The transfopmed data are Planar for each laser
scans and fitting could also take Place in a coordinate system
aligned on the Plane af light which Illuriinates the scene. The

* oDrIncipal reasons we have chosen to segment and f it in two
dimrensions are that the data structure is simDler Im two
Cifrensions, and that transfornatlon of the Parameters of the
curves to three d~l-enslons requires less Processing than
transforming the Points they approximate.

The next Section (Section 4,4) and Appendix B descel ~ehoW
given line segment may be reoresented by either a Stralight i~ne
Or by a general second Order curve. The curve fittbng routines
find a :Urve Which best fits the line segment, In a least squares
Sense,
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4, RECURSIvE SEGmE\TATION

Tha ecursive segmente starts Wilhsa ine segment found by
the sorting routine (Section 4.2), Thi line segment Is oassed
to the curve fltter for fittng by a straight lino or second-
oe, curve, If the fit Is aczeo;abie (see Section 4,4 lo'
criteria of eCcePtabllitY), than the routine exits, If not, them
ths curve must be broken into two cleces, and each subsegment
Oassed to the reeurshve segmenter for fitting and, if necessarY,
fLrther segmentation, After the two subsegments have been fit,
If either of the subsegnents reQuired further segmentation, then

an attemnz Is made to -erge the two sub-subsegments on eithe;
Siae of the original break, Figure 4,9 Illustrates this. If
verging falls or Is unnecessary, It lb determiled whetner a shift
In either airection cf the polrt of segmentation will result in a
*tter overall fit, as snown In Figure 4,10

Segmentation made
at level 2

a Segmentation made
S / at level 1

Routines will attempt-
to merge these two
segments

Segmentation made at level 2

Figure 4,9
MaegIng of Curve Segments

Two tests deter-mine the ooint at which a line segmemt Is
broken, Inflection and maximum excursion, A "baseline" is drawn
betweer the end Doints Of the line segment, If the segment is S.
s1*ar;apc (I,e, contains an inflection Doint or change In sign of
curvatures) then the segment Is broken at the coint where it
crosses the base';ne, Othnrwlse it is broken at the Dolnt where
It attains Its maXImum excursion from the baseline. Fgure 4.11
sic Figure 4,12 Illustrate tnese ;o metnods of segmentat;on,
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RrCURSIVE SZr:MENTATIOt; 
4,3

Routines will shift point of
segmentation in order to

improve overall fit

Zriginal Point of--
o rSegmentation

,'.,S-e-en -

Figure 4.10Shift oiSg mentation Point

Segment here

I.I

Baseline

i

Figure 4.11

segmentAtion at Inflection Point
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4,3 RECURSIVE SEGME'NTATION

- Segment here

Figure 4,12
Segmentation at a Maximum Excursion

I

4,4 CURVE FITTING SUBROUTINES

IM every case, an attemot Is made to fit each line segment by
a straight line before trying an higher-order curves, A

straight lie is re~resented bY the equation

A x + 8 y + C z. [Equation 4.1)

For a gtven line segment, the constants A, B6 and C are
deterrined by the metho of Section 6.3 ?f Aopendix The data
Structure for a stra ight line conta ins the values of the
Constonts A, B, and C, and the coordinates of the two end ooints
cf the Hne segment,

It a staight ins is ac~eotayetIf the R error of
the It 'Is blow a certan thresho d, I he Individual error
(A X + B Y 4, C) for each point It below another threshold, and if
there exists no sYstematic deviation from linearity of the
Points, A sYstematic devlstlon from linearity is detected
whenever five consecutivc Points lie on the same side of the
"best fit" line, (In the case Where the number of points in a
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CLRVE FITTING SUBROUTINES 4.4

ilne segment, N, is less than ten, the number of Conseoutive
points necessary Is N/2,)

A general second order crve ma y bt represented either in the

form

2 2
A x 8B x y -&C y xD + E y + F ~atn42,[E~quatilon 4.23

er in the form

2 2
X yt

.. -.-- = I Euaion 4.33

where X, z (x - X ) Cos 9 (Y - Y )sin 9
o C

y' = Cy - Y ) cos 0 - (x - X ) sin 0

Ecuation 4.2 Is useful for determining the goodness of fitof the
curve to z data ooint or the set of data 6o nts. Eouton 4.3
Conttilns useful geometric Information about the curve, If m 1%

nositive, EQuatIon 4,3 represents an ellipse, Then M and m are
the souares of the major and minor axis lengths, respectively, X

L ~C
and Y represent the coordinates of the center of the ellipse,

0
ane rrs3nt, the rotation of the majo axi s clockwise from
the or onta!, If m Is negative, Equation 4,3 reoresents a
hyperbola# and , m, X o Y , and 0 are Interpreted simllarlY,

C C

The method of Section B.1 finds five different curveg in the
form of Eauatlon 4,2 which may or may not adeouately regresent4
the set of data points. These five curves are ranked n order of
goodness of Overall RnS fit, ad considered one at a ome.
Curves are rejected cs u1nacceatable If the overall error o the
fit Is too large or if any Individual data ooint lies too fa;
frlm the curve. In addition, checks are performed to orevent
stch Misfits Is those shown in Figure 4.13.

The data structure for a general second order curve conta ins
the six constamnts of Equation 4.2, the five constants of Eauation
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4,4 CURVE FITTING SUBROUTINES

Figure 4.13
SOM*e Examoigs Of UlmaccootabI6 Curve Fits
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CbjVL FITTING SUt.CUTPIES 
4.4

4,3, th e coordinates of the end points of the Subseg8mnt, an'd -he

polar cooroinates, relative to the principal axes, of the end

points, In clockwise order,

General second order curves have Proven a not emtlrely

satisfactory recresentatlor, for 
curvpd lines. They are clumsy to

iranloPlate, and the least souares procedure for evaluating their

pararreters tea5 to give solutions which exhibit the .,rong

curvature. The curvature problem is discussed in cetail in

SeCtion B.5 of Aocendix P, some alternatives to general second

Orler curves for reorsentilng curved lines are presentea in

Section 8,6 In Acoerti
x P.

f ll the case cf the two segments sno~n In FigurA 4.7, the

follO lng steps were necessary to fit them:

1. The segment on the left 4as fitted with a hyerbola.

htThjecurve on the right cculd not ne fitted with a

,trailhtI or a spcon corder curve, and was segerted near

thq !Iddle of the vertical portion.

3, These +Vo subsegnents -ere fitted with a 9 rlight

line ad a hyperbola. without OUrther segnentation. Figure

4,14 Shows tne state of affairs at this DoInt.

4, The point of division between the two subsegent was

shifted, to obtain a better fit. FiOure 4.15 shows the hal

F!gure 4,16 is a composite of all the laser tra es of the

Berbie Doll, after segrentation and curve fitting, 
A revi of the

shorter line segments, notably around th: wrists and ankleso have

been losto because the point sorting routine dId not find enough

cortiguous Points to consider significant. At present, at least

five contluous oohits ere necessary for a line segnent to be

retalnea, Many of the shorter line segnents are reoresented as

straight lines, At least six rolnts are necessary for nontrivlal

solutions to the elgenvalue equations to exist, Sone of the

traces of the tabletoD rAmain In the Ioaer right corner.
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4,4 CORVE FITTING SUBRU7INES

Figure 4.1~4
Curve Fitting Without Octirmization of Division Point

Figure 4.15

Final Fit of a Laser Trace
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CLkVL FITTING SUU~PJT1'IES4,

I Figure 4,16

MultiDIS Traces of a Sarble Doll, After Cvrve Ft-.'rm
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5 FITTV!G OF PRIMITIVES

(. Ar essential crerPe'~!isite of the descriPtion of objects Isthe aoillty to recoq-m[ze and traco out the Pril-itives ef which
the descriptions are co-vCoseo TflA Identification of th3 ends of
th-' DrimitlVes, tine olaces whe-o gross ch'anges in crOS3 Section
Oiccuf, qas In segmenting complex oojects into their Darts. Thiq
chapter dpscribes our miethods for identifying and tracing
gefleralIzad cylinaerS.

lasaib', these rOutInels rWould be used by I higher- levelOrOgrem which naIkes hypotheses about the Structure of an object,
ar.'3 calls the cylinder tracer to verify these assumptions. The
stluct'ire and ontraticin of such a higher level DrograM is
sugse In Chapter 6. In Practices an initipi segmentation is
carri1ed out for the entire object, anu the u9.er of the orograi'
ray specify which nieces will ba traced.

The basic -rode qf operation of the cylinder tracer. Is to
accept an Iitial estimate as to the location hrid Orientation of
the axis of a seg~rernt, and to elth~r Improve or the 99t~rate, Orreject the estimate as not leading to a olausile emeraliIzedcylinder, nirtial guess ma&y Come from a twO-dimensional
analysis of the laser scans, as lescribed in Section 5,3, or may
De supolied by a hi1.iher level hypiot&hesis lertration program for
vprlficatlon,

Ar. s7sentill function ef theClI noer tracer is seg'ni onof coriplex ob ects, once an inytial estimate is Verifie as
belcnGing to Dart of an easily described cylinder, the routine
tries to extend t~a cylinder In botth directions. The extension
15 terminated where a gross change of cross section diameter

C occurs# suggesting the existence of a Joint between segments,

aPrOnxlmate rUthc? assume all genera ized c~linrder; mayb@ a~r~xma~d w h crcilar cross sectios %s iI I IF Itt ion I n t~ie I mo Ienentat ion, hut not i n the general method.
It should be possilole to characterize segments of objects using
the circular assu-'otlon, anl latler to Perform~ a more soecific
cross section determination, Alternatively, the routines whichfit circles during the cylinder tracing could be modif'1ed and
expanded to Account for other cross sections. Sec-tsom 6.2
oiSctissas inethods for an; Dronlemis in descrintion of arbitrary
Cross sections.

The methol ;5 an Iterative one. Starting with some estimateof the rAxis of a seiment, cross sections are determined
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6) FITTING OF Pqj4ITIVES

verperdicular to this axis. The contsrs of the cross 5ections
%III (hopefully) represent am i.Inrovement on the initial ax'sq
assumption,. The jethod Is usually convergent, but if ;ve'gen-
behavior Is detected, steps may sometimes be taken to corrc~t the
divercence,

5,1 CYLIND)ER TRACING

1he m~~ 0 we, uspff Ae $I lnd~j racing ,;equir?1 amnlontial
etmateP og axs tIS nera.j dcylsrvsr jt.btatns an

imrpOVea axis estil-ate by fitting Circles In cros sction planes
Perpendicular to the initial axis, and using the centers of the
circles to define a new axis.

A generalized qylln'der 1 reorgsgflted in the PrO raT. as a
seouerce of Points Inl three dimenslofls, denoting the axys of the
cyllrider, and a linear rilus function of the form,

kt:IUS(n) =RADIiJSCO) + .4 * ne [Eaua;.Ion 5..11

*here n corresponds to the orcer of Points on the axis.

To ilibstrate thIs Section and the next, we make use of the
laser Image of a core. Figure 5,.1 is a cooeite of t~he curve-
fitted line segments obtained from the laser traces. Cal bratiom
d~ata to tJsed to cnvert eacn line se'-1ent into a sopce curve in
three dimensions, fte may cormoute how thlese seqments will aoPear
If VieWed from SOr~e Point In scace other than th~e TV Ions center,
obtalinn the sice view of the cone shou~n In Figure 5.2. The
remairoer of the figures of the cone, in this Section an#i the
next, are also side vle~s.

Figure 5e3 shows an Initial estimate Of the axis of the Cone,
SUDplied by the creliminary sepmenter (Section 517)6 The
aerOxinlate outline of the cone IS Sketched on "he flgure for
cla r Ity.

To InprovS on the initial estimate, the following steps are
executed:

1. Fr each point on the 4xis, a cross sectl9n olane is4
determined nOrnal to the axis directIon, as exolaineC: below.

2, For ea-h plane, points on the surface of -te objeci
InM tne V IcIln rXy of tte 9Plane are found. SMction 5.4
describes how these Points are found,
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C LINDER TPACINSJ 5.1

Figure 5.
Ccne; Front View

Figure 5.2
Cone Side V9e4
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S CYLIN2E r TRACING

A
I'

I 5
I

31~~~~~ Fro th tnsful nse ,aDelfn

I *

I a t oI *

I " *

I "
I "

I

Fljure 5,3

4. The ra Iusn~ioa , Axi Etion51#iaatrieefo
3a Frol f the roints fou-d in seo 2, a rellnary

estimate of the rdsus an ter of the (circular) cros
secton are fon , as escrioed n section 5.5. Fsure

54 shows t'e circles obralned, snan In persdsctVe on their
respective Dl anes.

4, The raaius f'jn¢¢ion, Euation 5.1, is oeternlnea from

a luast sauIres frt o'n e radii foun r 5.5 steo 3.

5 Usin th results of step 4, circles of orooer radii
are9 titted to the ooints found inl steo 2. A ste~oast descent
aiqorithm, au~ne-teon y pjswton's nletnod, finds tn'e cenlter
coordinates ,4nlch ;mnImIze tne 7ean souars distance of the
sbrfac oolnts ro1 tre circle, Figure 5,5 shows the new

circles fit.

6. FixuDs ar6 dse, If 00cessary.

The cfrnters of the 9ircles flttel to the surface-should
represent an irO Ovd estimate of the axis of tne neneraliZed
cy 11 cer,
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CYLI!4-E! TRACING

A quadratic sfroctning function is usel to estimate the
4angent to The axis" fo Orienting the c o 5 ection olane of
step i4, Fivq secuetitlal p'oints arn transforned into a two
dimen~sional GootratA sYstei for least sauarPs fitting OY a
parabola, ThA tangent to thP pairabola, at the point thrcugh
;4hiCh ;4e wish tne cross section rlane to pass, is tran sformed
09--K Into three dirprnslon-s. The cross section olane is taken
nor'nal to the tangent t4irectlon.

.'iho welt aefinerlooenized cW inde;,to trac?. andnin She
atseflc~ Oth r nearbY SurT aces# te netf', isua yo over ORg
rao idly. Out 4hen an error is m1ad-, in tItting one cross sectiong
the error 'list be detectedi and corrected, or sjbgeont
3001ICatios Of the Curve tracer t -.1e axis Pstt-ate willt
diverge to an incorrect or rnoaningless answer@ Several types of
errors are chackea, and corrected wher possible,

The ends of cylind1ers are vrhscked first. The ends are
susCeCtlDte to errors whpn extension of a cylinder has been
teriliteC Dscause of gross cross section changes. A now axis
estimate at the and mPY CRU~e 03rt of the cross sectio- at the
enc to Includae the wrong eleqient, If the diameter of the enld
cross section -ices not a--rae (withim a certain limit) A:1th that
oredicted by the radius functic, Ecuation 5.1p or 1* the axis
r'akes a Sharp ber~l at -.he end, the end caint of the ax"is is
Veleted from the "Ylir^cero

For each iftel'Or 00lint on the axis, Vhe diameter of he
cross section is CrMACke~ against t.'at predicted by the radiUm
fu.nction, The a'-gle m~ade by that point and Its two adjaceni
ocints Is also crmeck'ed; an error exists if tnis angle Is less
tnan 90 1eprees. If an error Is detected, a new cross s@ctlom
Plane Is specifieo *ndway between tOC two adjacent axis oints,
T)he Varameter GAP, whicCflntrCtS the cross sectioni date-mlnation

(SO Setio 5.),Is either Increased or decreased, deendung on
whether the dia.-eter estlmatk-ed ey Section 5.5 is s-na1!er if
larger than the Drenicted diameter. The new cross section
reclaces the Old, and tne raiiis functior is recomputed,

5.2 EXTEtlJ,)IlqG THEr CYLII4DE-1

UsuallY an nitial axis est~ffate inctudas only a Short-
section o) a longer piece thpt mnay be lescribed as a gmreailZod
cylilner, Extend-n; trio axis estimate finds the lorigast oossible
cyllnatr that May be convenlentb' desCribe1. and aids In
segmentation of comniex obJects by locating -4ross ^.1amgos In
cross section diametsr of an object.
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t EkNDING TH- CYLIVJ E5

Lxtenslon Is from onA end at a time. From one end, the axis
is extended a fixed distance (determned by tne average soacing
tetween planes in the original axis eitimate), and a .ngle new
Circle added to the cylinder dascriotion, follow;ng steps I
through 3 of Section 5.1. A circle of radius ietermined by
EQuation 5.1 1, fitted to the crcas section ooints, as in stop 5.
AS  long as the extensicn Is comnatible with the rest of the
generalized cylinder# addltionAl extensions are made,

Ircompatlbility of an extension 4ltn the rest of tme cylinder
ra be signalled either by R sharo Dend in the axis as a result
of the extension, or hY dlsagreement oetween the circle radius
estilmgted by the nethod of Section 5,5 and the radius funrt!on
EQuation 5.1, (For our nurOCS85t the radii agree If their' ratio

Is between 0,66 and 1.5,)

When a disagreement or anomaly Is detec ed, new constants are
determined for the radlis function of Eouation 5. ., by reteatin-Z
StepS 4 and 5 of Section 5.1, ana the extension attemoted again.
If the disagreement persists, the entire axis estimate obtained
uC till now Is reorocessed by the cylinder tracers and the
extension attempted once again. (Tie finding of cross section
Dolnts Is time consuming. Thia IS why a flxup to the rsdiua
function Is tried nefore the entire axis is reorocessed.) If the
attempt to extend the cYlinder again falls# then extension is
abandoned# and extension Is stRrted from the other end.

gojne used~aas | Ilustrat~oro jhthe evioust c iom w.
firs e ded oa r he , |F1re 5 e omolee
analysis of the cone after extension from both ends.
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2 EXTEJDING TWE CYLINDER

Figure 5,6
Comelete Cone Analy31s

5,3 PRELIMINARY GROUPiNG

An Initial :!ouoln and segmentation Is carried out. on an
Image to IdPntify candidates for reOresentatlon b' generaliZed
CYllfOers, and to suo,0ly an initll 9stimate to the cyllnder-
tracer and extender,

This initial grouDing Is carried out in TV raste'
ccordinates, before conversion of the fitted Curves to three
dienslons, Segments of laser traces which are adJacent and
Daraliel are linked together to form "groups", The mlodolnts of
the segments making up a group will be the Drel;minary axis
estimate supolled to the cylinder tracer.

Figure 5.7 shows the grouP ext raced from the ;-age of
Figure 4.16. Only tle deoth discontInuities detected oy the
Ocint linking routine (Section 4.2) are considered to segment
later traces; the segmentatlon performed for curve f;ttinq
(Sectioni 4,3) is disregerde., For the purooses of Crellminarv
grOullmg; eech segment of a laser scan is represented as a
straliht line joining the enc' ooints of tne segment.
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5 PAELIvINARY GROOjFING 5.3

Figure 5,
P(.-iayG~~n nth -aeo lbeDl
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53 PRELIMINADY GV'OUPING

Figure 5,

Prelf inar Axi Est iato
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PhELIINARY GROOPING 5,3

Figure 5,8 clI ts the nldpolmts of the segments Shown in
Figure 5,7, which will he transformzd Into three dinenslcns end
used as OreliminarY estlmatAs for the cylinder tracer and
extender,

The basic method of preliminary grOuping is to link together
line segments from consecut ve laser scans on the basis of
ih~thSr or not they are roughly parallel In their TV Images.
Segmerts fro consecutive laser scans are linked together bY the
following test, The end points of each segment are Joined bY e
straight line, If the reroendicular bisector of the first line
intersects the second line between its end points, and the
perpendicular bisector of the second similarly Intersects the
first, tnen the Ilnes are "approximately parallel", and Rre
lirked together, If any line segment can be linked to either of
two segmentS in an, one laser scan, then no linkages are made.
Ficure 5.9 shows so-no examples. Lines 1. 3, and 5 will be linked
togethers as will lines 2, 4, and 6s and lines 7 and 8, No
ilnkage niay be made between lines 5 and 7, because the
rCerdenoicular bisector of line 7 does not Intersect line 5.

C A aet of segmerts linked together Is a "group" A check is
f.aOe for gross Ch&nmes In the lengtn of segments maktnq uo the
gr'uP. If such a change is oetected, the grouD is divided at the
oiscortinulty,

Ail groupings are extracted simultaneously in a single pass
L through the data structure,

A rough estimrate of the radlus of each ccess section is
reoulred for the cross section point finder (Section 5.4), This
initial estimate is comouted from the length of each line
segmert, and the angle the senent makes with the line linking
the Midpoints.

II

A
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5.3 PRELIMINARY GqOUPING

Figure 5.9
som'e Scan Segments amd thei, Perpenoicuart Bisectors
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,4 LOCATING CROSS SECTION POINTS

The cross sectign finaer locates pgints on the surface of an
otject in the vicinity of a Iane cutt ng the object, Since one

.lane may cut a corplex object at several Places, it is necessary
to separate the points oorresoonling to the generalized cylinde-
being considered, from those that may belong to another mart of
the object,

The crq~s 3ectioln finder reires the coordinates of a Plane
(in three dimensIons) and an est mate of the center and radius of
the circUlar Cross section it is to find.

Twe auxiliary olines ate Inlroduced, Parallel to and on
Aither sloe of the Cross section ciane, The distance between the
cross section Diane and each auxiliary Plane is controlled bY the
distarce between consecutive points on the axis beina
investigated, NO% every curve segment obtained from the ;angs

nata is examined to see if some oortion of It lies between the

tO auxiliarY Dianes. (ExaRininq the Coordinates of the end

,oins of each segment eliminatef most of the seoments with
little computation.) If song Dortion of a curve Segient lies
between the two auxiliary rlanys, the intersections of the
sec-nent With tre auxiliary plane are entered Into a list of cross
section points, In a two dimensional coordinate sYsten on the

CrOSS section plane. If the angle at which the curve segment
intersects the auxilsarY Planes Is small* inter'iediate points are

(. also entered,

Figure 5.10 plots the cross section oints found In a cross
section across the bodY of the doll shown n Figure 5,25. (The
ooints are viewed as if we were looking at the cross section
Diane fron near the feet of the doll,) Note the group of polnts
to the left of the main group of points. These Correspond to the
right arm of the doll, (T',e reason for the rather wide
scattering of tnese aoints is discussed In Section 5,) The

cross section finder rust now separate these two grouos O
Polnts, based On the supplied estimate of the radius and center

of the circular cross section.

The cross section Points aie linked t~getner Into groups
(equivalence classes) vn th6 hasis 0 Dro x ity to one another.
A threshold, GP, determines the naximum distance between point;

to link them into the same group. The default value fo! GAP is

determined by the nean distance between consecutive laser traCeS,

but may be modif;ed by the cylinder tracer (Section 5.1) to
correct errors.
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544
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Figure 5.10
Cross Section Points

The estimfted center of the cross section Is trsPsfopmed ontothe tho dlmenslonal coordinate sYsten on che Cross secticn Plane.The ir*an distance of each Grouo from the est!mated center isCOMPUted, Then all grouDs having a mean distance greater thanthe estimated rad;us are rejected.

Ir the points of Figure 5;10# two 3rouos Were Ident~ifed.The group correscondri..g to the doll's arm was rejecred by the
aistance criterion, leaving the Points shown in figure 5.11.
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LCCATI\G CROSS SECTIOn 0 rINTS 5.4

'4
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Q • V

Figure 5,11
Cross Section Points Retained

5.5 FADIJS 4NO CENTER ESTIMATION

This Section describes how The known Place:ient of the IRI

and TV camera may Do used to estimate the radius and center oT a
cartlcular cross section',

Given a circular cylinder witn a straight axis# aDproxrntely
half of Its surface will be vislble when viewed in ordolPrY
illumination by a television camera, When the same cyflrier is
IllumIrnated by a Dotit source of light located at the laser
center, approxi'ately half of the surface will be ;lIlumnated,
The raolus and center estliation is based on the amount Of
overlan between the Illuminated area and the visible area.

The estimatlor is based on tne following assunntions:

1. That the surface we are exanining may be amoroxinated
by a circular cylinder,

2. That the cross section olane whose rad;us w3 are
estimating is normal to that cylinder,
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RADIJS AND CEJTER E!TIMATION

3. That the distance of bitn the laser and the TV aMerato the surface Is Oreat coioared to the radius we are toObtain, and

4, That laser scans are detected In the entie areaWhich Is both illuminated and visible,we shall examine these assumotlons later,

We shall Proceed by assuning e nave a cylinder Whose rdiusIS Known (lei us call it 4, and calculate the degree of overlao,Figure 5.1? shows a normal cross section of the cylinder, In thefivure, we lo'c the Vrojections of the lines of sight from bothte camera anu the laser, The area from A counterclockwise to cis illuminated bY the laser, and the area from 3 counterclockwiseto D is visible from tne TV camera. The area from B to r is theoverlap, Let the angle between the Orojections of the laser andTV lines of sight be called $ Then the length of the line ?C isqiven by

2 R cos0 2 CEQuaton 5,21
furthermore, the length of the line OH (the normal dIstance fromthe center 0 to the line BC) Is

OH = P sin /2 Cgauation 5.33
r Practice, a collection of Cross sect on points Iesupplied# on a given cross section Plane, To estimate the radiusof the cross section, the extreme Doints of the collection areioentified as the end points. The laser and TV line of sightDrojections on the cross section plane are calculated, and theangle between the . Eauation 5." is solved to give the radius ofthe cross section, and Equation 5,3 Is used to estimate thedistance of the center behind the line aC,

The assumotion that the surfacq may be aooroxImatel OY acircular cylinder introduces sO-e small error when the Sur ace iscomical. Equations 5.2 and 5.3 assume the camera and lase to bein the plane of the cross section, In the cylindrical case, thearea of the visible surface Is unaffected by novinj the camera Orlaser In a direction cerDenolcular to the the Cfoss sectlonolane, In the conical 0ssP this Is not ncessarily so, For most"nOrMal,, viewing angless the error Introduced Is small, but itshould be borne in mind that in certain views the estimate willbe off by a signiflcant amount.
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4.D

Lie fSgtt

jV [aer

Tie citance ro" t" laserto tn o Lagr'~di

tycicallYliu abnd3 Ics Crosr Estitiono clne edo

Thce itrathive aure ofrtor cinder bynin asuoion 3
guarnteescr tha fclne idn ovre#te h rs

section ~sI plne wilfl~och /~n noma tontehexss)

tyriaout thre 3 Derc hos rss scintO yidesslo

The errcr ;ntrgdu,:Oi hy assumpItion 4, that laser lines tire
oetected In ene entire area which Is visible and iliu-Ainated, is
tne frost jifficuit to estimate. Wnen a laser trace illuminates a
cylindrer, the sAnd of th l~aSAr trate becom~es dimmer ane di.-ner as
it approach'es tt-e irmit af illumItnation, There -ust always exis.
sc'ce area Of tIhe cylhnd'r In which laser tra-ces may fall, bu;

S -1ll be below via Dr~ghtless threshold of detection. The width
Of this uvcetectale c'reR will depends among OthPr th;ngc on the

7: "
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crightness of ViP later b~ans the color of the object( the
'een stivIty of tie canierap ;In rh orieitati'n of l1ie-cylinder

~ihresnOet to t-11 Iarer, Ir oine tests a detectpd laser trace
'Aal twelve Uerce'it snorter tnnm1 it S'nould. have nee!' If t!,e entire
trace were uniformlI brilht. '!it necause of the var~pb:e nature
of this grror, it rk-1qims tie largest s'Ia Cofltr'butor to
uncertainty of radius Asthilatien.

t

single ge-lera!1zeo cylinlers and cri Lcttions of Co.c-IneY Objecte:
v~ihpSeSCnSdernoleeoitin hy ve ,aricinal

cnuetec.sfe-tion fir--der.

The results -,;ctur'l !n tflis Section fiere obtamnpd 4.th some
degree of Mavi rilrectiOn c# the Irogram's execution . It was

riEa~srY ortne :c'3rator tco sp~ecify which areas of tn2 fjiCtUre
to sr~Iyzq'R t intrrrpt the .esults a-, tc SJCC85S Or
fal luru.

This orocelure Covjld rig Carrierl out comoletely u'vier orogram
control, liven, a rCUtit19 to detect overlao nf orooosea axis
segments 4Jith orvosyiagntifiqd cylinders, and V. routine to
ostarrrine success Cr faiulrs' Of R- an~ilysis, )Otectlnj everiao
reaulres only i two..'IlmenSiornal ippo of the imagJa. An Incorrect
aralYSIS Is IndjIcateC Dy circle diameters rany times larger or
sraller than those lnitiailly predicted, and1 axis DointS WIbich do
mot Occur along2 any well-0efliel curve.

Ir qrdefP to Dresent anl tUntiased oictLure of til caDaD lt Ies
*arc! limritation13 of our zrogra',1 the restJlts Dresented here were

all Obtained with the sans VF'rlsiof of the analysis DrOqirarn, Some
SirOveMent In -,no results .1i3it be excected by adjustinq

cara.Teters to give the oest results for each nartcuiar oficturS.
For each liage 4e have analyzed, w9 nave at least once obtained a
better analysis, *,3ut tho results shown here iqra ootained nm the
same everting. with no -Ijustrents cetieen One Dicture and the

FiQure 5q13 ;s t!he oDrqcessad irnage of a sna~e made of
fnooe I Ing clIay . Fro'r an iti~il axis estirlate comprisr.i cerhaoit
the triddis third Cf the figures -;ne co.--olet.e analysis of Figure
5.14 %as obtained by extension of the grids.
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Figure 5,13
Snake

Figure 5.14
A,~alYsis of Sna~e
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Fliure '.i5
To rUS

A torus (actually, a tathtub toy) is deoictec in F;-Vre 5.15.
The Irit;al axis seggen: 4hicI was aqs;jned the nignest value waf

in the 1o00r Dart of tne figure. Extension was necossarY from
one end only, resJiting in the recresentation shown In Figure
5.1b, The PrOgram cetected that a closed curve had been traced,
ar ',at extens;or from tip otner nno was 'lot necessary.

4tien jne analysis 4a!; trian ;n tn q~ harlne ~f F j Ue 5~7
the resu!t was the d~s~r,t Shon F ;nure 5.1' rlutr

shows the sane Aes-r;.tiC1 frol a cifferent viewln3 angle. Three

axis !gments were necessary to complete he Oescrict;nn. one for
t16 handle, and Ono on each end of tne head cf the harimer. The
oescriction of the bottor Dart cf tne heal (as viewed in Figure
.,19) leaves ntjch to be desirid, Ti initial axis estiato for

that Dart of tie ;-age folloer for thP post p.%rt the 4lat end of
the heOad, Another zass f the cYl;nler tr3cer 4ould nost likely
;-DrOvA the descrition. !f a T-Joint were detected ;% the

figure, and the hancle deleted frc' the data str cture aR
suQgestea in Section 4.1, an  ace uate dasc intion would almost
Certainly result,
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Figu re 5.16
4flalysls Of Torus

C

I FigwrO 5.17
H a -1re r
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Fig'.-re 9 18
Analysis of Hammer

Figire ';.19

Analysis of; amjer TOD View
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Frequently nearOY Part3 of a complex object cause the
analysis of an axis seg-ent to go awry, FigurP 5,20 is the Image
of a glove stuffed wit'N tissue oaoer, and Filure 5,21 is the
oescriotlon obtained for the glove, In te analysis of the fourth
finger, pieces of the third finger were Included In the cross
sections found. The situation we see here is Jue to too snall an
Initial value for the threshold GAP for the cross section finder.
khen the fourth fiiger was analyzed, The small value for GAP
allowed the axis of the finger to be extended into the calm of

the gloves becausP cross sections across the palm %ere broken
Into small segments, As the analYsis Proceededo the cylinoerts
radius function gradually became rather conical, When the cone

necame wiae enough to Include the bass of the third finger,
segments from that Dart were included In the cross sect!Ons.

The oalm of the hand Is not well represerted bY a clrcular
crnss secti on, In addition, the brightness of the laser was not

Pc.usted ProperlY, so that some of tne laser scans near tihe riSt
Aere nOt oright enough to be detected. Nonetheless, the analysis
does give a descrictlo' of the pali which Is suror singly good
under the eircvimstnnces,

A toy horse is deplcted In FIgure ,.22. Unfortunately, qhen
tle laser Jas b eIng set up to scan this particular object, it was
not noticed until too late that the head of the horse was outside

tie bright Portion cf  the laser line, Consequently Psrt of the
nised Is misslng in the Image, Figure 5.27 shows the cylinder
.nalYsIs 4as atle to identify seven generalized cylinders,
ccTprIsln2 the body, %ho neck, the tail, and the four legs,

rigure 5,24 Is a different view of the same analysis which shows
the neck, body, an tall to better advantage, Both left leis of
the horse are PartiallY occlided oy the shadows of the right
legs, For reasons that are presently unclear, the analysis of

L the body failed to step at the rear legs, but continues to the
tall, (In terms of a hi;her level representation, the extension
of the body Is desIrables but the cylinder extender Is supoosed
tc stop Where a gross change in cross section takes place, and
let a nibher leval routine decide if It want3 the cylinde;
extended,)

In thIs ans/ysls of the horse, both right legs mere
Icentified satisfactorilY. Put thIs Is one of the better
?Rlyses of this image; usually Only scme small length of the
legs is Identified before the cylinder extender exits with a
Tismatch, Our grogram Is poor at finling thin cylinders, Some
;roICetion of this may op seen in the bend in the axis of the
ri~nt foreleg, There are several reasons for this JeflCiency.
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Fioure 5.20
'IIa ~v e
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Flgajre 5.21.
Analysis of Slovo
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CZZ2

Figure 5.23 ~

Analysis of Horse
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TI-e line linking routine (Section 4,2) rejects slhort line
segriertS, The curtve fitter cannotc fit curved lines to segments
of feher than six Points, The short lines tend to be relativelyV
r'oisle!, and tend to be fit badly hy the curve fitter. Examinilna
the legs of Figur's 5.22# there is mnuch less regularity of the
curve segm~ents than In the broader areas such as the body or the
reck. Aril when~ the cylinder tracer searches for small CrOsq
~sections, there Is iebs margin for error in guesses of the
centers of cross sectionz. The result of these factors is that
tre cYlina~r finder usually falls to tracA the comiolete legs of
the horse,

Ar example of the nol mness of fitted line segments no thin
segments may be seel Figure 5,10t where the DointS
representing the arri of the doll are much morg widely scattered
than those of the body,

To fix this sort of errOrI it will( l necesr tog fix the
Doint l inking routine to accent shorter lynesegmnt and to Out
up with more n0oise in t1-e rest of the Image)# perhaps to modify
the curve fl'tro and to' allow for greater errors In the cross
section flnaer w~hen the cross sections being sought atre smnall.

Ar..aly it,of th~ 1abv d ol1 aw nFy~
segmentation between the right leg of the doll, and Its body.This Is the same sort Of error as that which caused the body of
the horse to extend t-oward the rear, The cylinder extender
mana~ed to continue the enalYsis of the rlght leg to Include thes
foot, Separation between the right arm and t1Whe body is9 good,
T-e h~ead Is not well d31Scrlbed,

Flyure 4.1~6 is r'egrodUced as Figure 5 27. The results of the
analysis of this Dicture are shown In Figuire 5.28, -The

L descriction of the body Is roor, because of Its nor'-cylindrical
shap8 and because the Presence of tha left arm nearby confused
the cross section f"Inder, There is little seParation betw9e the
legs# but the ProgramI found both knees, Where the separation is
greatest. in analyzing the right calf, separation between the
legs has small enough to cause the cylinder finder to regard both

£ legs together as a single cylinder, This cylinder was extended
upward toqard the body, overlavoin2 the urevious analys;es of the
knees. The short cylinder representing the left arm Is evidence
of difficulty with thin cylinders first "entioned In conn9ection
ith the horse.
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Fig~jre *.

%:TIavsis of D*cli
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Figure 5i.27
sarbie Doll
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Figure 5.28

A"AiYSIS of BarOi, :)Oil
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Tha Program which oerforms the orelimlinary analysis and the

cylinder tracing and oxtending reouires between 42 and 56 K of

core on the POP-10 comDuter, This Incluoes from 3 to 17 K of
data arrays, 11 K of disolay buffers, and 7 K for an lnt-eractljve
cebugging Dackage, PAID. (See CPetit for a descrition cf RAID.)

S!mple flgu-es sUcH as the rlnG or tne torus may be D7~cCssed In

ahCjt one minute of comouter time, The hamner reauired two
.rinites to Process, while the horse, the glove, and both dolls
eacn reauired between f;ve and seven minutes.
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D ESCRIPTION OF OBJECTS

The state of the e!9erlmantal portion of our researcb may beseen from the examoles in the preceding chapter. A great dea! of
work remains before we mY Proceed fro., laser data fro-r am
arn'itrarY real ooJect, to R full description In terms of Our-
rgfrcsentation, Tre m~aterial itr this chaoter corita-iIns some
suggestions as to how this inight oe accomplished ;m -th6 nearfuturep and so-no Of the oroblems which will Drooably be
anCourte red,

The Drincioal -rode of operation of a description orogramsiHould be to Vuid a hypothesis on the avaliaple data, test the
nyootmesise ani use trio results of the test tc tiuuI1i a O~tt9sr
n~oothelt$, The hyoothosis generated will doand on the data.
Special puroose routinles m1ay exar';e the data to generate
specific types of hyootheses, For examole, a routine night
ocstulnte then existence of ".flkslnpl joints on an obJect based on
structural relationships and~ on oroximity, Verfictlo ofv
h'yoolteSis may be a sinlol" "o0 - no go" test, such as surfacecontinuity tn m~e Present examole, or might yil dItoa
data, such as the existenCe of oreviouslY unnoticed details. The

results ~ ~ I ofte et f 1etrer case, should be placed in the data
structure to enable uetter hvpcthedis generation In sujcceeding
Iterations.

6.1 L!NKIN SESt1ENTS TGGET'4ER IN~TO A SKELETON~L

fining rouine to generate complete descriptions of complex
obJects. As a first DISSO Some Joints between segments MaX' be

segmnt#andthecontnulty routineshud eacinaaro
Dand between the points for the existence and spacing of lase-
traces. If a contimuoizs Patti on' the surface Is not found, th~e
cortiruity routine should he aola to .,ake small deviations frow-
tte initial Path. if ContmnuI-.y is not Indicatedi for this
narticular Pair Of ooi'nts, the analysis routine sh~ojld be
oreDarqd to suggest otner Point .jalrs, 40uristic con~ilerations
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will dictate tne numher rif :olnt zairs to he analyzed COfere
cortIrUity is reJectea,

Ca he easi est i ~~t otr el 6h eqd-tO-eno joinots1.eats yor it~ inj st .'ne thed o Sof
their DrlnciL'al axes located close to onq anotero and I nked by
surface contlnjity. tlore tnian t.wo ax IS seg r~ fIt ura ce
cortiruity to t.,e lot candliate '-l II lndicat- that the .o~mt is
not of the ena--,o-e,d .Yr,

liifUrCatlo~s and rultlfurc-tloms will Drcoa'lv also ?e easy
to recognize, Tne conditiOns for a bifurcation to exist are
similat to tnose for an ed-to-emd joint. oneO eni of one
sKeleton seimant *411 hi~ave surfane coitinuity to eqc- of two
other segmants, t:n'e-'active,, end Of the Drincloal se-men- lymna
between the "act 1vel, ends of t:1 e subordirite seg!%en.s, The
suoordllnatsA branches Shodla have cross sections of cmm'oarabie

T~jolrlts will present a -!'Ore difficult case, The :n -tial
asSso the cyi;n'jer firnier w'iil not usually trace the nr~ncioal

segme'rrt (the "Ccssoar") thrOJ7, the area of the joint, necause
of the anrupt change in aoDairent cross section where the
sL~oOrdnate se-SPert (t,% lu)r~htlI) icils 1-.. Som~etimes the
Prelim'inary grOulgm alalYsiF Will rflss one or 00th halvos of the
Drincipal segnpnt on Pittber side Of the Joint we wish ti tird,
The analysis of tmp hanm:er, FIOJrO i59 DrOvi~ls a good1 example
of what ollpht oe exopetee, Cases .4nere the Crossbar has been
analyzed as a single continucus Cylindsr will b9 easy to det~ect,
96t candidates for T-Joints will also co',e fro-, cases where at
least two skeleton seg"1er'ts are linl(ed bY surface Continuity to
an. area that Is not oart of any known sleieton segm ent. What
II crohablY be necrssarY Is to0 Tem"Orari ly delete from the data

structure any SKeleton segment which IS suspected Of ce-Ing the
"L'rl~nte, Of a T-joint, amd reciuast another analysis of the
suspected "Crossbar" fro the cylinder fincler,

Perhaps these steos will DrovIOR R11 tle links r ecesqarY to
cescrir'e the Complete s'~eleto of an onject, ':Ore li ey, there
hill be areas of the r'icture wt'icn have no correspond-ng s'eleton
segmen~ts$ se;mRnnts wfitri 500s~antial areas of overlap,
Cisconriectod fnagnqnts :4f sIl'pletonso and joir':s Wit'h q--biquous-
I 'te rcretit ions.

Of the results orese'nted in the previous rhaoter, the snake
ano theA torus 4il i 'eed no flirther ioentification, T~e h~imer
arc' the glove ru;snt be ~ucsfl lIinked Irite rojects by the
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simrple methods we nave proosed. The horse and the two dolls
will n~eed further analysis. In the case of the baby doll, we

night expect the orell~lflmary linking to correctly identfy am
end-to-end joint cetwe8'n the head and the tody, and a T-Joint

between the left a-m and the shoulder. RecausO of the fai lure of

ssgmensation bptween tme doll's right log an-i Its body, the Iefi

lep wcuid DO incorrectly Joined to the body/right leg in a T-

Joint, ThA richt ar woull not be linked to any other Dart.

The next likely 1st-ep will oe to call Intu play a rootim8 to
~ plausihle inerotationls for the data, Man., of these

su~igestions will Ce subject to verification bY the cylinder
finder and 0he surface continuity routine, This routine night

,LggeSt a T-JoInt between the doll's right arm aind the hiPo, and

reject that or' the lack of surface continuity, it mlgh&t suggest

a bifurcation with, th'e right arn' head, and body, but rejiect that

hyoothests because of the disparity between cress section siZOs.
It sflould also suigeste and settle for# a T-Joint between the

richt arm and the shoulder.

If at the ernd of this analysIs we have more than one possible

an~alysis of the object# ancther routine shotill rank order the
choices on the basis af 51Miiilty and agreement with the data,

arcO either Ccose the z~sst doscriotion, or submit to the next
higher level Of control the Ordered list.

6.2 CEALI'J-, wiTH NOI-CIRCULAR CROSS SECTIONS

The ortsent ~gsCrlpio ggram assues all crosstsectins-ilt
SncoL'nterS are circular, v ous~0 5 1 _ -te rrogram M~USt eft W1 h

more general Cross sections If It Is to deal with a wider class
of objects,

Many of the c-oss sections we will ealing w~th w;1 'be
S r.a Il w It h resopett the resoluton 0 o Ur data. , h~

recogr~ItlOfl may be Der; ormed on large cross sections one at a

tire, But to Pro~eriY Identify or classify the smaller CrOsR

sections It will be necessarY to consider several neighborinq

o lanes sim~ultaneods IY.

The cylinder fitting routines already Implemented take M ny
Cr~S ection Diaries iroacutD fitting each Mrf e

irdiviclually, then' 5root"irig the radius function of exis length

by a lineat- least souarse: fit, when dealini 4ith arbitrary Cross

sections shapes, 7t nay still be vossible In some cases to fit

each crofile IndividuAillY and to merge or check the results
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against neighbcrln3 CrOSs SeCtions, 3Ut to nandle cross sectiondetermination corrpctly, !n jeneral It wHi be necessary to mer~ethe raw' Droffll j-z *refore rerforming fittlog or rseogntion.TrJiS will ne::essitate fln-ling P. transformation or set oftrapSformations t,- brn~ th'P *lata fro-I alfferant Cross sectionclanes into corr'sLcndeflce, This is direct aolIcatiom ofceneraliZed trhnsiati,-na1l invarlance to find the DrbImItives il.gene rates:

T%%o basic cros,.sectlqn snapes will accoun: for mos; of theCo~rmOn Objects a raC09-1ition system riijht flpve tO dial with,EIIloSPS alone v*ll! DrOba! IY -iodel ouite successfully most"arlnate objects, 3-d witn the nddition Of rect-ngje5, .4i I handlea large n.J'iber -,f nanutactvjrej Objects, Roth elI foses andreCtaniies may b? chararntPrizsd by their Major and minO;o1issons, and their angular Orientations with respect to theskeleton, The a'ailar Orlen:atiom may he sPecified by thetrieritatlo, of th'e aUxiliarY -,oordinate system' .ent;oned im
!Pctlor% 2.3, (Th.'q Is the first time we have needed to use thisI'KillarY ::ooro.,atp systent, Circles are indifferent to thetraular Orientation of 10,8 axes on wnlch th~ey fire drawn,)

Uifferentiatin: betiqien Plloses and rectanq1Ies will not DeJifflcUlt, rOr each rectaRnjular cross section, either one face)r thwo faces of the Profit@ W4ill De visible sib'ult~neously to tnelaser and the TV camera, ThP Jiscrimimating routine will attemot:c fit one or t;%c straiaht lines to t*)e points of the crosslectlon, If this falls* trio icross section will Le designated amoil lose, This tyoa of d~ffergntlation is error Drone inIrdividual cases, cut CO-~Darlson witi' the analyses of neighboringcross sections shzjld cancel flost orrcrS,

The dlmensionc of rectangles, wmere two faces w~ visible,frav te obtaime I dI rectl IY froml zne Cross section Drof le, Whereonly ne fce i visla, hi-ner level considera tons llhvte estimate missn~ing ,mnsion. For ellioses# a metmojsimilar to that used for estiiating the ragil of cIrcular crossse'tcns (Section 5,5)p nased on the known positions of th~e laseraro Tv camera, will g'!vi the principal dimensions, Comnar*isonwith rqighborin , cross s'-ctions will reduce the errors Involvod.

where yet -pore goaral Cross sections must be recognized,tphere are two Zossivle alrec*;lons for the anplysis to oroceed.Either thi cross section analysis must cnoose a-iong some fi niteSt Of OoSSiple Shapes, ir assuiptioms must be 'iade tegafrding theregularity of shaoei involvea. The formier case is a classicalcattern recOgnition rrcolen, T3e P'~st approach trP this type of
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aralysis 4oulo he to Wrft0 soecOC lourvoce routines to Iso!;te
feature of the c6vest on 4hlch ecognitien lay be based, In
the latter case, some PoSsiDle regularity f.scU!Ptions are N-fld
rotational sy:11metry, and ollateril syMrmetrY Pbout some
Oredetermlned axis, If more than one regularity assumntion mav
holdp the Drogram must choose which ole to aD lY, based on
reasurpble features of the shave of the Profile.

Recogniltion of Cross section shaves need not be done ;m a
Isngle pa A 0 eIllM11ry an3ly S  could a.5unie c;.cula? cross

sectlons lo fin; tha skeleton o an object. 4lgerl
considerations based on amalYsis of tne skeleton would then
Influence a subseauent detailed cross section Pxaminatlon.

6.3 SEPARATIO'N OF OPJECTS IN A SZENE

dhere there arP multiple objects in a scene, the objects must
o Seoarated one from another* so they may be dealt with
separately. Our ex"Isting lleeientlon makes no attemot to do
this# and will deal only w;ih single objects, with the bac~ground
(the tableto) SUopressed.

If the scene to be analyzed Is on a tabletop, call€ration
Infor1ration will g va the horro;enenus coordinates of the Diane of
the table, The line segments corresponding to the tabletoo are
those that lie in Or near this Plane, and may be removed froI the
scene with no difficulty,

Body separation may 0, done utilizing doeth Information. We
shall use the hypothetical scene of Figure b.1 to Illustrate. An
edge dralng is male of thP ScenP, as viewed from the TV ca'mera.
The edge drawing will include only tie depth disccntnu ties and
concave edges In the scene. A deoth discontinuity exists at each
of the end poonts of the line segments isolated oy the ooint
llnklrg algorithm ($ ction 4,2). A concave edge point exists at
those Dolnts Where recursive segmentation (Section 4.31 dlv;ded a
laser trace, and the tangents of the ends of the segments form a
concave corner (as seen from the TV camera), (It may also be
mecessarY to consider all second order curves which are concave
from the TV camera, and denote a concave edge roint at the ooin.
of highest curvature.) Figure 6.2 shows the deoth discontlnugtieq
ard concave edges to bl found In F13ure 6.1,

The areas lnide closed curves may be isolated as bodies.
Figure 6,2 contains tnree closed curves which isolate the ell-
tlock, the cylinder, and the cone.
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SFPARATION OF 3!4J-ETS P'. A SCENE

Ftgure 6.1
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SEPARATION OF 03wJECTS IN A SCENE 6,3

Figure 6.2
Dot nlicontlnultI* and Concave Edges
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6.3 SEPARATION OF OBJECTS I A SCENE

Fraquently this method will segment a scene Into discrete
bodies that are part of the same ooject, The hammer of Figure
5,17 would be segmented into two Parts bY this methoc. The
segmentation will be useful In loentifying primitlives, but the
higher leval subroutines should have the ootlOn of recombinil
carts, This Will oe posslole only when tMe program has some
a oriori knowledge about the context of the scene,

6,4 OCCLUSION

Occlusion in a scene -ay arise in two ways. The.more
arilllar case Is wlere one doject hides a portlon of anther, as
seen from tne e'Int Of View of the camera. The other. case is
where the shadow of one object falls on another object. These
tho cases are manifestations of the same Phenomenon: when the
scene Is viewed from tho point of view of 'he laser deflection
assembly, tne two cases reverse,

The deoth oscontinulty edges drawn for body sqgaratlon
(section 6,3) may be used to Identify edges that arise from
occlusion froi the camera, Repeating the orocedure, where the
P aP takes the laser Point of view, will identify the laser's
occlusion edges, Figure 6.3 shows a narrow cone in front of a
snaks-Ilke object, in front of a wide cone. Figure 6.4 shows the
same scone, viewed from the laser, The dualIty between types of
occlusion edges should Do apparent from these two vlews. Where
tho eontlguous areas (In either view) are seoarated by a deoth
oiscortlnulty edges that edge Is labelled an occluson edge On
the Object farther #rom the point of view.

Where occlusion eges are perpendicular to the txis of an
Object, as where the tip of the cone nides a Portion o the snake
In Fiure 6,3, the PiCes may be joined by looking #o; the
continuatlon of an axis segment on the other side of the Pidina
iCeO,. A more difficult case to cover Is where the occluding
ege Is Parallel to the mxis of the oody we are examining. Such
is tho case where the snake hides oart of the wide cone in
Plgures 6,3 and 6.4, in a contexc of circular cross sections, we
might estimate te radii of curvature of the Visible oortlols Of
th* *Ide cone, and unitA the two portions on that basis, In a
sufficiently limited context, other forms of surface fittIng may
woCrK,

In general, dealing with occlusion is extremely dlfficuit.
But the use of three-dimensional Information gives us some
acitional tools for dealing with the Oroolem,
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OCCLUbION 6.4

(

I Flgure 6.3
Scene with OccIusI~ln from Camera's Viewooint
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6,4 OCCLUSION

Figure 6,4
Scene wit-' CcciuslOns from Laser's VieWDCInt
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6,5 RECOGNITION OF OPJECTS

A test of tre.I.ffectlveness ofOrdTitiWOfl OOU f itbe to out the descr~in tou in re Ogr'Ttlon, Thli i'vgye
coffoarIng our generated dOScrlotlons against stored doscriot oflg
of th, objects among whfich 4.e are to Choose for iderntffieaion.

The nom-uniouynessg Of our rep resentotiop, a3 Wel I as *rrors
to be expected In th 0 escript on, miake ituni Ike Y trat ti a
generated descrlation of any object will 9xaotIy niatch Its
correspondlng sto-ed description, This means it wll be
necessary to deve Ioo 'neasur es o f s Im IlIar Ity between descl,3tions.

if the number, of possible identifIcations S1 SmallI.
Srdartty might be measured by special-ourpose subroudee Via

recognition Phase of our Program would then Involve calling the
subroutine corresponding to each possible response, and teoortl.no
which subroutine gave the bost degree of match. lut as the
number Of Possible objects Ircreases# this becomes inefficien9t.

Classificatlop of skeletons based On their topo0ogical %nd
160metric Dropert Ie~s will do nuch to reduce the $Oearch suace. Wi
lust met Place too much reliance on the classification of joimnt
lade by the descr'lption Program, The same ar-tlculated Joint# 'In
'ifsront attitudes, 'night look like a T-joint one time, a
1ifurcatlon another, and an unclassified Joint joi1ntnq three
Ikeleton segments a third time, The topological ciansificato,
lust aepend only on the number Of segments at each jolnt 4 and not
4nY Cesignation of hierarchical organization or orgnc:oal axes
for any oart, Whi1le this classification will not always give the
correct anSwer the first time# searching ur'dur sirhiiar
classifications for matches should fino the ricrit match for a
given descriotion,

Another techn Icuefr rec ognition Is a deoi*ion tree.
C.1ecif Ic propert es 0 of a deription are tested or anth
results determine further testing until a terminal node is
reached. Prooer design of the tree can result in efficienti
testing, Put const'uctlon of the tree Is tedious, especially for
11 large class of ojects. Where Darts of the Generated

L fescrietlon are liable to be Incorrect Or even missing, multiole
gaths m'ust lead to the same terminal node,
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7 CON;CLUSIONS

;Ie have seen how ion 0 eneralize cylinder
rroje l any csomeplex eurpVed obJ~lct , N rgav seen how ADracticay
Descrltion Program can Isolate the carts of objects and deszribe
them In terms of generalized cylinders. We have also seen some
examples not well handled by our representatiol, and some
examples where our description Program breaks down,

Regardless of its shortcoming,0,e feel ;hat the oeformance

Ie have demonstrated proves the feaslbilItY o the method, With
InPrOvements along the lines of the suggestions in Chapter 6, It
has the ootantial as the nucleus of a Powerful visron system.

7.1 ADVANTAGCS OF ACTIVE RANGING

Ths presence. and availability of deoth information to a
oescrlntlon program increases ts cavability ;mnensely. Our
exoerlmentel work on description of curved objects would not be
Posible Without dePth Information from which to f~r! nodels.
Shirai and Suwa EShfraiJ report they are able to des: 1pe the
class of right Prisms using a ranging system essential yr s;m ;a
to OUrs# and some rather simple alane-recognizing rout!nes.

Incorporation of depth Information Into the Stanford Hqnj-Eye
sYstsel couId speed low-level processing and provide a~dit!onai
Irforratlon for higher level routines, Work Is Presently under
waY to provide a one-Dolnt-at-a-tlme ranging capab'lity, usina
either the laser triangulation system or stereo corrat'ionm, to
d1salrblguate between alternative representations at the highest
level. Figure 7.1 shows what mfght be accomplished if derith
Information were used at a lower level. To generate this 'i;*:,
the reoond-order curve fitting was disabled In the cujve ;:' r,

Pro only straight I'nts were fit,. The recursive segmenter
locates the corners of -he objects very well. rilure '.1 oloti
onrl the end points of each stralght line segment. This c,-nae
rather favorably wlth outout fro- conventional two-die-sona
eage followers.

C A tdrawback to tme orAsont system of ranging is the 1og +ine
it takes to scen a scene For each laser scan the TV camera -u#

c' read and the I1me detected, and It may take anywhere frorl 21
to several hundred sca's tO Cover an entire scene, 9at r14r
sochistlcated hardware zan reduce the data acquisit;on t:.e :V
ore or two oroes of mnnitude, A coded grid of -ea st

S"etioned In the last :Arairsoh of Section 3.2 would rna:-e o.-,
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ADVANTAGES OF ACTIVE RANGING 7.1

Figure 7.1
Plane-Faced Solids
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7.1 AOVANTAGES OF ACTIVE PANGIr
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A- VANTAGLS OF CTIV' PA-1,I'G7.

Ore eXposure Of tl-e TV canegra to vie." a sc-f-nes out wou.ll rezuire
Sofro fairly s0DhlsTicated DrOcssiflg to decode tlie gr ;d.

In the future, direct rarn~lng scre'nes such as t4timie-' f fi igmt
'eaSurenent may Provide a full decth grid In as Ittle ti.ie as it
takes to 'read th~e TV camera, These would also eiinlinate tine
drawback of the Drsn metnod, that planes and s'~rfaoes v~sible
to the cameira but occludad fro.-' the laSer cnnOt zfs :.etected.
Another POSSIOle tochni~lue miglht be stereso television '4ith
ha~rdware Correlation of l'TagPso

avlWe. o not.Dooe!Q Immediate aoplica ~ io f 1 resqntl
avlae rO mg d vices to reolacP ex Iotn gt-ao-di9 emsimay

*echrileues. 6ut wE Dredl~t that active ranghvni 4111 be jtfliZed
rore and more In vslom research In the near fujtu~e, Active
Prifglrg will s~eeo the day whom visual caoablolitlas are feasible
In Ormotical robots, The a-ddit.ional capabilities provided by
a.0th 1nfortnitiom make rthese predictions virtual certainties.

7,2 WHERE DO WE C-O FROM1 HERE?

We are at the verge of a new oooch In the science 'f comouter
vislor, The recert Interest Im curved objects is only a oart of
tnis rew era, There are manY clans for researvi' and dsveloorien;
of practical robuts for Industrial and' axtratsrrestrial
looli~atlons, and vision Is sure to be a major Co3ntriouter to the
now technology,

To exploit the full capabilities of vision In ganeral-ouroose
Intelligent machines, much researon must be doioe in tfl9 araas of
1lTage acquisition, obje-Ot descriptions and representatilo tieorY.

The advantages of active ranging have been discussel itm t'nS
Orevious Sections as well as some lossible candidates for fast
and accurate t'ree-dimensional Image acquisition,

Methods of 6es rioeion1 fror, actual data of Drbi;yes anid
3t~jects can benefit fro Innovation, Axes are freousritly
suggested b9Y the direction of minim~um curvature of visible
surfaces, but sensitivity of this method to noise in tng data
mrust be considered, Outlines of objects may be conlstrictedj frOM4
tine depth discontinuifties In a scene (see Section 6.3), We have
mrade no attempt to utilizs tnese outlines in dot4otin3 CY1lfll9r3.
exceot In the DrellIrnary Axis determination. Tnase outlines are
of obvious value ir guiding~ a orimitive detector Ir hilier-IVal
object recognizer. And varY little work has ..'et betn done in
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7,2 WHERE DO WE GO FIOM WERE?

detailed strategies for a hypothesls-verify naradrim, or for

The representatlon we propose and use throu2hout this
research hos been selected and developed with the Idea of general
utility In mind, The representation we belleve to hA useful in
'ecognizing and dealing with everyday objects, But our ideas of
utility are based mainly on mental exercises, We asked, "If we
'ASe to Write a program to recognize hand tools, what kinds of
Information would be useful?" The final test of our efforts will
e the apolicat]cn of our representation and methods In a

practical robot, We have formed a hypothesis about how to deal
%Itn the visual problems to oe encountered by robotsj
verification of this hyootheslis Is yet to be Performed, When the
loop Is closed, a truly Practical system of reDresentatlCn and [
description can evolve.

The flrst practical robots will deal with a limited universe.
The reoresentations they use will probably model adeouately the
objects with whlch they are to deal, but not have wice
apollcablilty outside their limited areas, NonethelesR, they
will provide valuable exoerlence. A general representatlon
theory jSst deal with all the obJects handled by these special
purpose systems,

There Is a need, too# to understand the reauirements of a

representation In the related areas of graphics and man-machlne
ommurlicattons, Progress has been made Independently im these

areas, but as the capabilities of Intelligent machines i.mprove,
there will be a need to unify the representations ihey use.
Exoerience, again, Is the key,

Th9 next decade will see great strides in the utlizavon 9t
Into I gent mchnes, We are oroud to have been a part o their
development.

10
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APPFNDIX A: ERROR ANALYSIS OF RANGINlG SYSTE"

TwO ISSUmpIOns l were aoe In Section 3,4 hlcn will affec.t

tre accuracy o0 ra-'Ing, These were:

1, That the area on the surface of the rot=tln mirro''hheOUI' which all laser Planes Pass may be anoroximatad by a
cnlnt, and

2 Thtt the unlveged laser be a srflectel fegm therotatlmg m rror at right angles toaathe xis of ro-zatsn of

the mirror,

The valiJity of those assumpt;ons will a Dend cn the ilitiai
alignment of the laser diflectlon assembly wth thA lase oe

For convenience In agooistlon, let u denote 'e .d1 er ray
wlIch passes through the cyI mdric lostens n a str 0t ne th
"crlncloal ray" of thP laser lane, The o;lncipal Pay follows
the same oath the laser osam would follow If the cyllricn len!
were rot oreoset,

Ifhe Prjmcloal rp~Y strikes the rotatinlg rnirror' at its
center 0 rotation, then all planes of ioht must DaST thro.gh
the Point where It strikes. If the orInclcal ray m sse3 the
center of rotation, then the size of the area through whOcm all
olanes of light nust pass Is doeondent on how close te the
?IrrrOr's axis the orlnclal ray strikes, on tho angle the mirror
akges with the beam, and on the angle through which tre 'Orro;

will rotate, Figure A,! lllustrates the geometry, of Thr
situation,

Call the distance fron the Princlal ray to the ceter of theilrror As and the angle made by the rilncipal ray and tl'e mirror
Uin Its "centered" Dosltlon) 0, SUDDos9 the rirror.:- lj.
rotates Over an angle of t, and let us compute the a zarert Sz z
of of th3 area in ouestion, the distance S measured naral!e! t.
the reflected Drinciole ray In the "centered" position,

The mlsallinment A Is Certlinly nct - re Ihan 0.2 Inches; lei

us call It ,2, and see how much error ?t Introduces, Typical
,'alues for 8 and 0 are (-P delrees ard 5 degrees, resoectively,
Simple trlgonometry takirg Into account that the ngi eC&
reflection of the orlncioal ray Is eauRl to the angle clin:ldence) gives a value Of 7915 Inch for the distance R.

L
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APPENDIX Al ERROR ANALYSIS OF RANGING SYSTEM

Mirror surface in
rotated positions

Mirror surfacein "centered" position

- it..o

Reflected

principal

.0e Center of %raysrotation
(axis)

-- Principal ray from
cylindrical lens

Figure A,4
Error In Laser Center Position
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APPENOIX A: ERROR ANALYSIS OF RANGING SYSTEM

Tne Plane of light passes through a Point wnlch may be as far
as 812l or 0075 Inch@5 aa f raowhelre the calibration
Information thinks it Is. Pigure A.2 show how to calculae the
range error from 'this uncertainty, X marks a oO~nt on the lase;
Pl~ane whose depth Is known from the calibration oattsrn. we wish
to know the depth of somA other point in the see located a
distance D away from X. The distance from1 the ISer center to
the Point X Is tyolcaily azout 24 inches, The scoes we scam Are
usually nlot more than 6 inches dep so the distance mw is not

( more than three Inches. Solution of Sliilar triangles gives a
Cistanee of £.,'01 Inch for the error, C, In, the positIor of the
Plant. This must bn divided by the tangent of the 30 degree
angle between the orInclioal ray and the line to the camera,
9Iving an error Of about Z.032 Inches,

rho error tcaused bs the reflected aorinci al ray moibeingDerp~ndicu Rr to the ax of rotat~ o the ml rror so sowhat
larger, with the magnitude of the angles involved, the
predomrinant effect of non-oerOendlcularity will be a deviatiom
frcml straightness of the locus of the Princloal ray acrOSS the
table as the mirror rotates, The Initial alignment procedure
Pucrenteec that ihe laser beam will be within 0,3 degrees of
beinQ oarpondlcular to the mirror surface, (The cyl 'Indrlcal lens
areo focussinv lens are rerroveds then the mirror Is rotated and
the deflection assembly Positioned so that the bealm 'is refleCted
tack Into the laser.) The mounting of the mirror to the Mato;
shaft Is to usual mechanical tOlerances, and should not be
Oriented at an angle Of more than 0,5 degrees to Its axis, We
shall assune an angular deviation of one Jogre*,,

The Princi!pa rgy will sweep out a cons In space as the
mirror rotates. Th' ooe.il intersect the tabletop in a
hyperbola, as shown In Figure A.3, Over a baseline of I? Inches.
the aeviatioi from ifnearity will oe 0.026 Inches, Since the
laser planes are orIented at ±t 45 degrees to the baseline, the
error In their Position will oe 0 ,707 times the deviation from
linearity, Or 0,019 Inches, This we divide by the tangent of the
angle between the laser ray and the line to t'e cameras to obtain
an error in depth of 0,337 Inches,

There are go,@ Other knlown 59uroes of arror _ In thg
calibration. Errors 11m measuring the intersections of the laser
scens on the table too in the calibration Pattern are about 0,020
Inch, This, too, must be divided by the tangent of the Angle
InChs other errors In the camera calibration are VrObably less
tnan ome raster Unit, and may beIncluded In the 0.035 to 3.070
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APPENDIX A: ERROR ANALYSIS OF RANGING SYSTEM

I

B/2 Actual Laser Center 0

1

Assumed
Laser Center .

Calculated position
of point

.x

Actual position of point

Figure A,2
Error In Oeoth Due to Notlon of Laser Center
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APPENDIX Al ERROR ANALYSIS OF RANGING SYSTEM

Locus of principal ray if reflected
perpendicular to axis of rotation

0.l447 inch 0.421 inch

1.21 inch

Locus of principal ray
(Vertical scale exaggerated.)

Figure A,3
Error due to Nom-Peroendicularity of Laser Ray

Inch figure given In Section 3.? as tVie error due to rosolution
In the TV camera,

Each of the errors mentoned here are maximum erlors, Adding
them together gives a total maximum absolute error ;n range of
01r94 to 0.129 Inch, or about a t'nth of an Inch, But to obtain
the average expected error of any deoth measurements the
IndiVidual errors must be divided by the sQuare root of two, and
they must be added In root-sum-sauare fashion, By this
reckoning, the average absolute range error Is 0,045 Inch to
0.056 Inch, or about 1/20 Inch.

II
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APEI1X 8; CURVE FITTING

We reoresent two 1kiensional curves oy eauatio'.s o' -.% for,

J k

J k J

Curve fittIng Is :he crocess of determining R set of values fOe
thq coefficients C which mlnimize the mean scuare error,

jl1(

2
E ! (G(x o Y )) / No [Eaua-;O n .2:

I I ;

Over some set of data Points (x o y ), 1 5 I N, under :ertA;-
I I

constraints.

That constraints arg required should be obvious frc'-rtb forr
ot the furciottOn G(x,y), If each of the C Is are Zero, (xy)

IJ

will be everywhere identically zero# and the minimum E. will to
also zeros

Tne constraint we have chosen to use is the ,,averaga
gradlmt" constraint described In Section 9.1. One of the
crIncipal adVantages of this method is tnat the result of the
SimlnilZation Process is indevendgnt of the coordinate systel, a
result which we shall show In Section 8.4. We know of no other
constraint or set of constraints on the coefficlents which
oossss this DrooertY.

A oroblem with our m;hqqd of curve fittlng Is a sendeneY to
VrOduce cUrves which "curl in" at the ends. An analYsIs of :h;S
ohenorrenon Is contasned In sction 8,5.

B, FITTI jG OF GENERAL SECOND-ORDEP CURVES

A .enaral second-orlr curve is revresentso by the enuatiOn
2 2

G(x,Y) :A X + 4 X y + C y + 0 X E y + F = |

[uat.:- ,"
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E4,1 FITTING OF GENERAL SECOND-ORDER CURVES 4

The solutions to this equation for fixed coefflolents A through F

are the conic sectiols. Finding the "best fit" of this eouatlon
4

to a set of data ooints (x y ) Is equlvalent to minimizing theI I

2
error measure E = G(x oy ) over the Coefficients As V, C, 0,

E, and F,

The error measure E may be concisely reoresented In matrix

PeOresentatlcn. Define tne vectors V and X as

xx Ax y B CEquatlon 8.43x y y and- V C c and

x 0 NEouaion 9.53
y E
I F

Then

T T
G(xy) 2 V X x V CEouailon 8.63

2 T T
G V X X V CEquatilon 9.73

G2 T T T T

E = G V X X V x V C CX X ) V [EQuatilon 9.83

TE x V P V [Eouaiion B.93

where P = X X is a matrix of sums of sowers of x and y.
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FITTING OF GENERAL SECO40.ORDER CUVES

The coefficients whicn specify the "Dest fit" are contilnee

T
in the vector V Which nIMnImIZe V P V. Clearly a Constraint Is

needeO, For if V Is the Zero vector then G(xoy) will be

everywhere Identically zero,

Before choosing a constraints let us ask what It ;a we really

wlsn to minimize. Certainly there are constraints which will

Yield a low value of the error measurep which we could not acceo

Intuitively es a good fit, The Intuitive Judgment of ;oodness of

fit depends on the distance of the data Points from tIe line

which approximates them, This suggests we search for a

constraint which will cause the error function G(x+y) to be

PrOportional to the distance from the Point Cx ,y ) to the line
I I

*1G(x#Y)30,

To a first apooximation# the distance from the Point to the

line is the value of G(xoy) divided by the gradlent of G, VGP in

the neighborhood of the point, IdeallY, we should w;sh to

rInImize 2 ( G / IVGI ) 2 , However we can approxilate this by

constraining the average Or root-mean-square gradient of G to be

2

unity over the set of data Ponts# and minimizing G 2 under that

constraint,
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FITTING OF GENERAL SECOND-OROER CURVES

The magnitude of the gradient of Go VG# Is the SQUarS roOt of

T 2 T 2
V X ) * ( V X ) where

x y

2x 0
y x EEquatlon 6.101

x 0 0 and X 2 2y and
x 1 y 0 CEouatlon B.11

3 1

0 0

8r* the derivatives of X with resoect to x and y, resoectively.

Then

2 T 2 r 2 T TT(vG) (V x) (V x )•V (x x + x x V

x y x x y y
CEauatlon 0,123

V2 T T T T

J(VG) 2 V I (X X * X X ) V x V 0 V.
xx y y

EEauatlon 9,133

Whr •( T XT
Where 0 a (X X T + x is another matrix of sums and Dow$;s Of

x x y y

x and yo Reauli~ng the root-mean-sauarS gradient of G to be

unity Is equivalent to requiring that V 0 V n No where N is the

number of data ooints,

TWe wish to minimize the matrix Product VP V# under the

constraint that VT 0 V x No It Is well known from LaGrange
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FIITIG OF GENERAL SECONO-ORDER CURVES

ultlpller theory CCourantJ that the constrained -Olru" 15 0

solution to tne generalized 91genvalue eauatlon

P V Z X Q V CEauatlon 9,141

for some value of X,

The solution of this equation Is desCrloed In Section 8.2,

Each of the five eigenVectors found are normalized to make

TV Q V = N. The mean square error of each solution is eaual to

Its corresponding elgenvalue. since

2 T T

IG V PV XV aV- oUat'on 1.153

N N N

8,2 SOLUTION OF THE GENERALIZED
EIGENVALUE EQUATION

To imDlement the method of Aopendlx B,1 rezuires solution of

the generalized elgenvalue equatlon

P V X X a , tEguatlon 3.163

HoweVer, the matrix 0 Is singular and the matrix P Is nearly

singular: the closer the data points are to lying on a conic

section curve, the closer P Is to being singular. we are

Indebted to Mr, Richard UnderWood for supplying the following

numerlOal method for solving the soustlon.
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2 EIGENVALUE EOUATION

The last row and the last column of the matrix 0 are Zero.

The matrix 0 may be reoresented by the Pgrtitlonod matrix

* 0
Q 10Q :I o CE~uat~on B.173

We may usually expect the flve-by-flve matrix Q to be oositlv

definite, A Cholesky decomposition will factor 0 Into a lowsr

diagolsl matrix L, and Its transpose, C , so that
I I

* I *TI

T L 10 L 10
Q:LL i I

0 tO 0 I0
CEoatlon 8,183

If we let C represent the augmented matrIx

.1
L tO

C I CEquatlon B.191

0 II1

then %9 have the result

_-± -T I 10
L 0 L I tEouatlom 9,20:

0 10
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LIGENVALUE EQUATION B.2

-- T

wher e I denotes the f'jva-y-ftve unit matrix. (The notation L

oenotes the transoose of L ),

The original generalized elgenvalue equatilon, Eauatiom 9,16,

maY be transformed into

= - .-T .1-"T I'
L pL L v L QL L XV.

Eouitlon 5,213

ADolYing tne substitution

-i .- T C, I U
C =L P L =I CEution 4.223

. T I
U

and letting Y be the partitioned column vector

--12
Y L V W.. CEauatlom ,233

yields the representation

C, 'L IV' I U z F
I = I,

TI I
U Ia W 0 I0 W

[Eauatior 2.243

This ray be factored Into the two elgenvalue equatIons

C' z + V W X Z [Eauatlon F.253

an1
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E,2 EIGENVAL'JE _EUATION

V 2 + U W 0 , Eauatlon 3.261

Solution of Equation 1,26 yields

T= - (V Z) / a CEquation 2.27)

which when substituted Into Equation 1.25 gives the form

(C' - V V / ) 2 X F , [Equatlon ?.283

Eouatlon 8,28 may be solved by usual elgenvalue methods, such

as the Q-R algorithm ClsaacsonJ. The five original elgenvectors

of EQuation B.16 may be recovered by apolying Eauation B.27 and

Equation 8,23,

9,3 FITTING OF STRAIGHT LINES

The fitting of straight lines follows the same P'ocedure as

the fitting of curved lines, Section B.1,

A straight line Is represent3d bY the equatlon

G(xy) z A x + 3 Y + C = 0, CEquatlo ,29

IGflnlng

A x (Ecuatizo ',303
V : and X Y ani 4

C 1 LEQuatlon !.Z11

g ives

T T
G~xy) : V X X V [Equatlon n.321
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FITTING OF STRAIGHT LINES B,3

2 T T T T T
SG V X X V V (X X )V V P V,

CEquatlom .333

where

2
Ix Exy Ix

T 2
P I x x 2xy ly [Eaution 2.341

Ix ly N

2 2
The gradient of G, VGp is the square root of A + n for all

x and y, Thus

2 T 1 0 0 T
(VG) V 0 . a V V 0 V

[Equation 9.353

2
The constrained minimum ZG subject to the constraint VG = I

Is a solution to the generalized elgenvalue equation

P V = X Q V CEquatlon 3.363

for some value of X, Using the method of Section S.2# this

ecuation may be solved sYmbolicallY with the following results,
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8,3 F14TTING OF STRAIGHT LINES

2
2 (Zx)

Let Ix -.--- EEauatlon 8,371
m

Ix ly
s = Exy ...... CEouatton 8,383

N

2
2 (Qx)

and t = y - ---- , CEauation B.39)
N

Then the eigenvalues beCorm

2 2 1/2C (4*t ± C(r-t) • ' 4 s ) /2

CEouatiom .4al

And the elgenvectors are given by

-sV - r - CEauatlon 9.413
s 2:1 ct X ) lY

8,4 ROTATIONAL* TRANSLaTIONAL* AND
SCALING INVARIANCE OF EIGENVECTOR SOLUTION

In this Section we Ihall thow that the results .of gurvefitting by the moehod Sectcn .1 Ire Indecendent of tne
coordinate system in hloh fitting take* Place# orovided the
coordinate system is an orthogonal one.

To Show why this Property I $ dsirable, let us oneidegea
rather obvious examnle curve fnt oter/t/g under a constra n'te
than the average grudient, A rOresentatlon of general second
Order curVes commonly ussd in curve fitting Is

2 24
G(xy) = A x B x y + C y + 0 x + E y + 1 z 0.

[Equatlon 9.423

ThIfifs egulvalent to Equation m1 of zSction B withtthe
coe c ent F equal to unity, The m ion of this function
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INVARIANCE OF E!GENVECTOR SOLUTION B.,

Is frequently treated In college calculus Courses, and Involves
solution of a set of five simultaneous linear equstlons, We
observe teat G(0#0) Is Identically 1; hence the curve camnot Pass
through the origin of coordinates: If some of the data ooints
happen to lie near the origin# the resulting curve will De
grossly different from what might be expected otherwise,

UsinQ the notation of Section S,1, suppose that for a set of

oata points there exists a vector V and a scalar X such that

T T T
X X v X I (X X + X X ) v.

xx y y
tEouatlon 1,43,

Let there be some u-v coordinate system related to the x-y

coordinate system by the transformation Eh). such that

u x abc x
v ChQ y : d e f y , CEauat'on ,44)

We may derive from the above that

u u aa 2ab bb 2ac 2bc cc x x
u V ad ae+bd be af*cd bf ce cf x y

U = v v : dd 2de so 2df 20f ff y y

u 0 0 0 a b c x
v a 0 0 d • f y
1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1

CEoatlon 3,453

U z H X CEauation P,46 3

where H Is an exoanded transformation -atriX rolating 0 and X.

Let U # and U be the derivatlvss of U with respect to u and v,

respectively, If we can show that there exists a vector V1 and a

scalar X such that for all x and Y#
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d§4 INVARIANCE OF EIGENVECTOR SOLUTION

T T

V X V, U, [Eauatiom 8,473

ST T Tand such that

SU UT V' X (U U. T * U U T) V's
u U v v

CE'uatlon 9,483

then Invarlancm with coordinate system 4111 have been Droven,

The derivatives of U with resoeCt to x and y are evaluated as

follows,

2aax + 2aby + 2ac
2adx + (ae~bd~y + af + cd

U 2ddx + 2dey + 2df
x a

d
0

2a (ax~by+c) 21u
a (dx4gy+f) + d (axeby+O) av + du

2d (dx+oy+f) * 2dv
a a
d d
0

x a U + d U CEauatio 0.493
u V

Stil arly,
2abx + 2bby + 2bc

(ae+bd)x + 2bey + Df 0e

U 2dex + 20ey + 2ef x b U + e U
y b u V

e rEauatlon 8,503
0
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INVARIANCE OF EIGENVECTOR SOLUTION P,4

In additlon, we shall need the result that for Ch3 to be an

Orthogonal transformation requires that

2 2 2 2
a + b d + a CEauatfo- 8.513

and ad * be = 0, CEnuation q.523

we are now oreDared to Drove the main result by derivinq

Equations 3 and 4, The only V, which will satisfy Equalton 0.47

IS

-T
V' = H V CEauatiom 3,531

T
or V c H V' CEqUatlon 9.543

Suostltutlng the above In Equation 8,43 gives

T T T T T T
X X H V' + X I (X X H V' + X X 4 V') z .

x x y y

[Eguatlon -?.553

We premultlply by H to get

T T T T T T
Z i X X H V, X I (H X X H V' * H X X H V') = 0,

xx y Y
rEouatlon 1.563

DifferentlatInq Eouation B,46 w!th resoect to x, or Y yields

U H X and U * H X
x x y Y

rEouatlons 8.57 And 3.583

which we use to write

12
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B.4 INVARIANCE OF EIGENVECTOR SOLUTION

T T T
U U V' * X c (U U V' + U U V') = 0

xx y y
CEoustlon .593

T T T
0 r U U V' + x I (U U * U u ) V' : 0.

xx y y
CEouatlon B,603

Now, bY EQuations B,49# B,50 9.51# and B,2, we mhY Write

7 T 2 T T
U U + U U T a U U T a d U U + a d U U

x x y Y U U u V V u

2 T 2 T T
+d U U +b U U b *U U

T 2 T

V U v' v

2 2 T 22 T
(a + b ) U U ( Cd 46 ) U U

U U V V

T T

* (a d + b *) CU U + U U )
U V V U

2 2 T T
( C b ) (U U + U U ), CEquatlon 9,613

U U V V

Substituting the above Into EQuation B.60 gives

UT 12 2 T U7

U U V' * > (a ) CU U U U V' z 0,
CEouatlon 8.623

2 2
whloh Is Eauation B.48, with X, c X (a 4 b ),
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8.5 THE CURVATURE PROBLLM

There Is a tendency for our curve fitter to fit to the data
curves which are very much more flattened than we would like to
see, Figure 4,13 shows some examoles of this tyoe of "error",
eseecially the upoer right, middle left, and lower left curves in
ti-e Illustration, The curve fitting subroutines check for this
kind of error, an-1 reject curves where the elongation is
Obviously too great, But the tendency to fli flattened ellipses
affects all curves, and introduces an undesirable ancult of
systeratlc error into thq fitted data,

The Problem Is accentu ted by the fact that we are lealino
kith only Portions of eli/oses Cor hyperbolas), With a given
Short arC, a large number of curves may be construed to fit,
When dealing with comolete ellipses, the DrIncloal dtmemsions of
the Curves necessary to fit them are Immediately apoarents and
only minor variations in the fit could be ecnsidered reasonable.

he shal! show that this tendeoy arises from he1 Ict that.
all oter thngs being eoual te error OT a aIstr ution o
ooints about a curve deoends Inversely on the magnitude of the
second derivative of the error function, That Is, a curve whose
gradlent varies raoidly tends to "fit" better, in the least
scuares sense, than one with a constant gradient.

The groblem Is not limited to fitting with the average
gradient constraint, Lyle Smltb CSmith3 noted the same
ohenoffenon, fitting curVeS with the constant term, F, of Ecuatlon
B,3 Constrained to unity. ke believe, but have been unable to
DrOve, that no linear or quadratic constraint on the coefflclents
of EOuatlon B,3 can eliminate the oroblem,

An illustratlon will make clear the dependence of the average
error measure on the derivative of te (magnitude of the)
gradient, Supoose that In the x-y plane there exist n Points
unIfOr~ly distributed near the y-axls between the I1l'is x x -1
and x = 1, as shown in Figure 8,1. A one-dimensional error
function

2

F(x) x A x * B x 4 C tEuatlon B,633

gives the error of each ooint, The average error measure

m )2
G ( F(x ) / n [Equation n,643
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B,5 THE CURVATURE PROBLEM

y

Points uniformly
distributed
between x = -1
and x = I

x

Figure 9.1

A Distribution of Points In the x-y Plane

Is to be milnmi;ed Over the distribution of points. We may
aporoximate the Orror measure F by an integral:

/1 2 )2
S (AX 2 + B x + V) dx. tEauatlon 8,653
-1

The aVerage gradient constraint reaoulres that

1 1 dF 2
--- f ( .... ) dx I CEauatlon B.663

2 W1 dx

Or

1 2 2 2
1 (2 A x + B) dx a 8/3 A * 2 B : 2.

CEauatlon R,673

The DvramSter A ust no 1gter i he square root of
or4 Osteer tht this. convtrat#1S a
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THE CLRVATURE PROLEM f,!

The second der~vative of F(x), (which in the two di-ensional
case Aould be the derivative of the magnitude of the grzdlent of
F), Is nrooortional to A. For Illustrative DUroOSLs. we nav
choose aroitrary values for A, subject to the limitation ahove,
solve for 8 in Ecuation Ro67, them find the value for C which4

rinirizes the error Measure G,

2
Figure B.2 Dlots F(X) and F(x) against x for three iifferent

values Of A, (This olot would reguire three dimensions ii the
t~o oimenslonal case.) The Integrals of the shaded areas under

2
the curves for F(x) are G, the error measure, The m;nlru, error
occurs when A Is eaual to thp square root of 3/4.

Elongated ellieses and hyoerbolas whose asymptotes cross at
narrOw anglbs, are characterized bY a high derivative of the
ragnituae of the gradient of their defining function. The curve
fitter chooses these flattened curves over the morn Intuitive
curves we would prefers

A possible solution to the Problem Involves a weighted least
souares approach and an Iterative method, Lyle Snith used a
ffethOc In which, after solving the least sauares eOuatIon to find
en ellipse$ he Would weight each Doint bY the curvature o* the
ellipse near that CoInt. After several iterations, the method
converged to the intuitive solution, But our attempts to aPolV
this method to our average gradient solution failed, It wai
difficult to distinguish among the five sigenVectors to determine
which one to use In determining the weights, Perhaps a smalle;
welghting# so that the solutions varied slowly with each
Iteration, mignt have given acceptable results, but this %as not
tried,
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1315 THE CURVATURE PROBLEM

F(x)

F (x)

F(x) X

F2 (x)

A = 3/4

IF(x) = V31)qX2 +4x-1/30) x

G =0.158

22x

F(x) =\fJ3/2(x -1/2)-

G = 0.08?

Figure t8.2
Error Megasure With Different CjrYAtur0s Imoosed
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8,6 ALTERN4ATIVE TO GE~JEAL SECOND-ORDER CURVES

Ci.rve fi~tIng o~ gienral second-order curves leaves miuch to
be desired, Soluti on of the least squares ecuations reo~ires
mruch computation, Choosing among the three solutions returned is
tricky. A Dractic.al solution to the end-CUrllng Problem ha3 not~
been found, Ttne Parameters of the 0'JrvO are not easY to
framloulate, We d'iscuss In this Section some Piternatives to
general s~conO-ordgr curves which Mlnii1lZe some or all f ;hoee
C roblerts,

we are committed to general second Ord pr Curves nainiy for
historical reasons, The curve fittIng routInes were Originally
%ritteM for an attemot to detecwt cylinderS, cOnes, and sohaes in
conventional TV Images OroOGesed by an edge finder, much in the
samre way cabes are detected In the Present Stanford Hand-Eye
systemr [Foldman3, In such an application, It was in'POrtant that
ellipses be represented sjmply. In the Present acol;cation,
description of three-dimensional curved obJects, what we rezvirs
maginly Is on efficient srnoothmInl operation, and a representation
capable of carrying curvature Information, But at th[s oc~nt in

t timre# the naraneters and data structures of g0Oral second order
curves are so firmly embedded In our programs tnat It woula take
several weeks to convert to Another representation,

Nevertheless, we Suggest Some alternatives,

The easies t type of function to compute wou d be cuadratic
polynomials, For_ each segment# we draw a baseline between th
endoints, and rotate the segment 30 thatt the transformed
baseline Is the x..axIs of the new Coordinate system, ThIs method
% ould tend to Isolate Segments Of uniform curvature, tlecause a
Segment May have uniform CUrvature When viewed Peroendicularly in
3-space, but not appear uniform when viewed In perspective from
the TV camera, it would be advisable when using this method to
transform the points to three di"nensions before curve fttinz,

The data structure for quadratic Polynomlals would-, need to
contain OrlIy the coordinates of the two end poi nts, ani the three

2
* Coefficients A, 9, and C of the function y =A x +. 8 x + C,

Since the coordinates of the end points uniquely determine the
rotation of tne Points, there would be no need to separately
Include it, a

A version of t7e Ourv fitting program vusing ouadratic
D olynomii been mp ementedf, and seems to give somewhat nore
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consilstenlt results then fitting by general seconu-Order Cujrves,
Figure B,3 shows the torus as it was with Iuaoratic poIynnmils.
CoirPare tivis with Figure 5.15. Fitting Is ;r. TV raster
coOrdinates In this VerSio". Some further iMOrovement might
oossltly be expected were conversion to three ai-nansloms to take
Dlace before curve fitting.

Quadratic s- lines are very much like Quadratic qOl:/ncM als,with an addi tional stlp.lat ton that tfle end points Nthe
functions representing each segment nust coincide,

A Splie Is a function defined On an interval Oivhjed Uo jntoa finite number of sub intervals- The end points and the poinlts
where two subintervals join are called nodes. For an n-th order
spline, the functlon on each suointerval Is an n-th order
polynomial, Usually the function Is constrained to be
continuous, and continjowjs in Its m-1 derivatives, at lis nodes,
but other constrgal-ts are sometimes applied. The soline
functions which we~ suggest are second-ordere and continuous in
zero-th derivative (the function itself must be continuous.)

If we draw a baseline betwjeen the end Points of the line androtate the curve so that the transformed baseline is the x-axis
of the mew Coordinate system, we may fit the line with Such a
scline. For a givean placement of the nodes, the function F (x)

min
2

which minimizes the mean scuare error 2(F(x)-x )may be found as

the solution to a C2n+1)th order system of linear eouations,
where m Is the number of subintervals,

Instead of recursive segmentation# we need a Procedure 0osystematically introduce nodes until an acceptable fit is
obtained, Introducing new nodes at the poinnts where the
oointwise error is greatest, and verturoing the nodes to 1morove
the Overall fit, 'n a manmner similar to the method of De~cor and
Rice E~leboor), may give ;ood results, but many details reriain to
be worked out, Some care must be taken not to let modes lie too
close together, to prevent Obtaining functions which 'osciilate
wuildly. Some means of distinguishIng beto'eem straight 111mes and
curves should be looked Into, snMcO straight lines may not be
fitted separately from auadratics.
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'A 4

;LFigure B.3
Torus Fit With Parabo las
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